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Summary

The final risk assessment of quality assurance methods of hydrogen fuel is reported in this
HyCoRA deliverable. The work includes a probabilistic risk assessment model for hydrogen
fuel quality.
The scope of the work was limited to polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) in
automotive applications, and automotive grade hydrogen fuel. During the project, the work has
been further limited to centralised production from natural gas (NG) using the steam methane
reforming with pressure swing adsorption (SMR-PSA) process as the production-purification
pathway. The implementation has been further limited to carbon monoxide (CO) as the single
contaminant accounted, even though the effects of carbon dioxide (CO2), chloride (Cl) and
sulphur (S) are included in the modelling as other relevant gaseous impurities.
The HyCoRA risk and cost model is implemented in Matlab code and applied to assessment
of a set of fictional QC options to demonstrate its functioning. The model allows assessing the
effect of fuel QC measures introduced in the fuel delivery chain on the risk of degraded FCEV
performance caused by contaminants in the fuel. Furthermore, the model allows calculating the
overall cost associated with the measures, comprising the investment and operating costs of
the QC measure and the damage costs from vehicle incidents expected still to occur. The
model applies Monte Carlo simulation to deal with and process the various sources of
uncertainty involved in such assessment.
The simulations produce data on performance of the specified QC measures in detecting and
cutting out high impurity concentrations in the fuel dispensed at HRSs, as well as data on
consequent occurrence of fuel impurity induced performance degradation incidents on FCEVs
of the selected type(s). Based on these data, the influence of the QC measures on the risk of
experiencing fuel impurity induced incidents on FCEVs and on the cost of hydrogen fuel can
be quantified. Furthermore, the QC measure option having the lowest overall cost and being
most cost-effective in controlling the fuel impurity risk can be pointed out.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Objectives and scope

The objective of HyCoRA’s work package 4 (WP4) was to construct a probabilistic risk
assessment model for hydrogen fuel quality, which provides a systematic framework to:


Identify the most relevant impurities to control and to collect information;



Identify the right focus and justification for development of new analytic methods and
instruments for impurity measurement/detection at HRSs;



Identify quality assurance (QA) measures and procedures for HRSs that take into
account the fuel production technology and are in balance with the economic risk and
the expected risk reduction;



Perform cost-benefit or cost-effectiveness analyses of alternative
architectures/concepts for identifying optimal solutions for cost reduction;



Assess the influence of fuel cell improvements and maturity level of the fuel cell electric
vehicle (FCEV) technology on the optimal QA solutions; and



Help to outline a strategy for cost reduction for hydrogen fuel QA.

QA

The scope of the work was limited to polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) in
automotive applications, and automotive grade hydrogen fuel. During the project, the work has
been further limited to centralised production from natural gas (NG) using the steam methane
reforming with pressure swing adsorption (SMR-PSA) process as the production-purification
pathway. The implementation has been further limited to carbon monoxide (CO) as the single
contaminant accounted, even though the effects of carbon dioxide (CO2), chloride (Cl) and
sulphur (S) are included in the modelling as other relevant gaseous impurities.

1.2

Risk model development in the HyCoRA project

This HyCoRA WP4 deliverable describes the workflow and the final version of the hydrogen
fuel quality risk simulation model as developed in the HyCoRA project. The developed model
allows assessing the effect of hydrogen fuel quality control (QC) measure options on the risk
of degraded vehicle performance and fuel costs. The model is described in detail in chapters
2 to 4 of this report.
The final version of the risk and cost calculation model has been implemented in Matlab code
and applied to assessment of a set of fabricated QC options to demonstrate its functioning.
Implementation in Matlab provides straightforward handling of uncertainties and assures high
computational power even with the very high number of simulation runs needed for dealing
with events and effects being very unlikely. Furthermore, being a commonly-used and wellknown tool among experimental scientists, the use of Matlab supports well the foreseen future
application and further upgrading of the developed risk assessment tool beyond the HyCoRA
project. This is considered important, as the code will be made openly available for added
features and further development after completion of the HyCoRA project.
The main development steps of the HyCoRA risk and cost model in the project are
summarized in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. Development steps of the HyCoRA risk and cost model
The development process has progressed the typical way starting by establishing a qualitative
model for describing the relevant variables and their interrelationships determining the impact
of fuel impurities on PEMFC operation and the associated cost effects. The relevant variables
and relations have been identified based on engineering knowledge and research literature
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regarding fuel impurities (a summary is presented in e.g. D1.1 [1], and presented in the
Influence Diagram format.
The qualitative model has then been upgraded into a quantitative model by identifying the
quantitative data available for characterising the different model variables and their effects,
and by coding this knowledge into a format of a probabilistic simulation model. In case of
vague or completely missing research data, tentative approximations based on expert
judgement by the project group have been applied.
The model development has been supported by a series of original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) workshops and the experimental results from the other HyCoRA WPs, especially WP1.
In the course of the project, two OEM workshops with representatives of the hydrogen fuel
producers, automotive industry, equipment manufacturers, and FC research institutes have
been organized to introduce the outlined models for a professional review and to have
feedback and guidance for the subsequent development. Third OEM workshop will be
organised at the end of the project to communicate the final outcomes and to stimulate future
exploitation of the developed simulation model.
The main expert feedback from the first OEM workshop was that the risk model should be
kept simple and easy to communicate. A step-wise process, starting with limited scope and
building the model gradually, was recommended. Therefore, to start with, the risk model
development was focused on hydrogen produced by centralised production from NG using
the SMR-PSA process, and CO as the single contaminant of interest. The NG-SMR-PSA gastruck delivery path has high relevance as a common source for hydrogen fuel. In addition,
different to most other impurity constituents, considerable experimental quantitative data on
the effects of CO on PEMFC performance is available.
A specific challenge pointed out by the OEM participants was that there may be no or very
limited quantitative data available from hydrogen producers on variation in the quality, i.e. in
the concentrations of impurities, of the produced and delivered hydrogen fuel. Hydrogen
quality is currently controlled by monitoring the production and purification process
parameters, or by simple pass / fail criteria with respect to the fuel specification of the ISO
14687-2:2012. To overcome this lack of field data, a simple simulation model was specified
and implemented for estimating the variation of CO concentration in the hydrogen gas
produced using the NG-SMR-PSA process. The simulation model is described in detail in
Chapter 2.3.2 and in deliverable D4.2 [2].
Furthermore, the difficulties in estimating the costs arising from degraded FCEV performance
incurred by fuel impurities, and especially estimating the monetary value of the damage
incurred to technology reputation, were pointed out. Consequently, it was decided to include
only the direct costs of incidents induced by impurities in the fuel in to the model, and exclude
the potential losses triggered by damage to technology reputation by the public / potential
customers that the incidents could inflict.
In addition to this report, the risk model development and the final outcome of HyCoRA project
WP4 have been described in the project deliverables D4.1 [3] and D4.2 [2].
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2. HyCoRA model for assessing hydrogen fuel quality risk and cost
2.1

Model concept

The hydrogen fuel quality risk comprises of:
-

the risk of FCEVs experiencing significant adverse effects on performance due to
quality of the hydrogen fuel used, and

-

the likelihood of hydrogen refuelling stations (HRSs) delivering hydrogen fuel of such
malign quality.

Fuel quality refers here to small concentrations of contaminants (i.e. impurities) in the
hydrogen fuel that, if present, can affect adversely on PEMFC performance. International
standards, such as ISO 14687-2:2012 [4], giving interim quality specifications for hydrogen
fuel delivered at refuelling stations and used in PEMFC applications on road vehicles, have
been issued to control the risk.
The risk and cost model developed in HyCoRA WP4 allows assessing the effect of fuel QC
measures introduced in the fuel delivery chain on the risk of degraded FCEV performance
caused by contaminants in the fuel. Furthermore, the model allows calculating the overall cost
associated with the measures, comprising the investment and operating costs of the QC
measure and the damage costs from vehicle incidents expected still to occur. The model
applies Monte Carlo simulation to deal with and process the various sources of uncertainty
involved in such assessment.
The overall concept of the HyCoRA risk and cost model is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1.HyCoRA simulation model’s concept for assessing the effect of hydrogen fuel
quality control measure options on the risk of degraded vehicle performance and fuel costs
The assessment process starts with the specification of the actual case to be simulated. This
comprises the specification of the QCs to be considered and compared, and the specific
setting in which the assessments are to be carried out. The setting for the assessment
comprises the selection of the vehicle type(s) and their use, and fuel production method(s) to
be considered. In addition, various parameter values needed for carrying out the simulations
are defined in this stage.
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As the first step, the probability distributions representing the presumed variation in the
concentration of different harmful impurities in the fuel as coming out from fuel production and
being subsequently present in the HRS population are generated. In the current model
implementation version 1.0, however, CO is the only impurity species and NG-SMR-PSA is
the only fuel production method covered. Due to lack of actual data on the variation of CO
concentration in the fuel, a simulation submodule has been specified for estimating this. A
value defining the presumed variation in the accuracy/error in measurement and controlling
the fuel production and purification process parameters is needed as an input for the
submodule. The errors in the different process parameters are assumed to be independent
and follow the same probability distribution.
Once the probability distributions for the concentration of different impurities in fuel at HRSs
are defined (in model version 1.0, only the distribution for CO is used), the simulation of fuel
impurity impact on FCEVs can be carried out separately for each fuel QC measure specified
for the case. For this, preselected large number of simulation runs is performed, in which a
vehicle is randomly selected for each simulation run from the population of the vehicle type of
interest. The vehicle is then exposed to the concentrations of impurities expected to be found
in the vehicle fuel tank after refilling the vehicle in a randomly selected HRS. The particular
fuel QC measure considered is assumed to be in use in all HRSs to detect and cut out high
impurity concentrations from the fuel dispensed at the HRSs.
The simulations produce data on performance of the specified QC measures in detecting and
cutting out high impurity concentrations in the fuel dispensed at HRSs, as well as data on
consequent occurrence of fuel impurity induced performance degradation incidents on FCEVs
of the selected type(s). Based on these data, the influence of the QC measures on the risk of
experiencing fuel impurity induced incidents on FCEVs and on the cost of hydrogen fuel can
be quantified. Furthermore, the QC measure option having the lowest overall cost and being
most cost-effective in controlling the fuel impurity risk can be pointed out.

2.2
2.2.1

Model constraints and assumptions
Relevant fuel impurities

Of the impurities in gaseous form, CO, CO2, Cl and S are assumed to be the fuel impurities
that affect the anode active surface area, and thus the power production capacity of the FC
stack. Those are also the impurities that can be predicted and taken into consideration in the
simulation model.
It has been proposed that formic acid (HCOOH) and formaldehyde (HCHO) could form CO on
the anode surface by dissociative adsorption [5]. However, the work in HyCoRA project WP1
has indicated that the effect of HCOOH and HCHO is very small at the contaminant levels that
are two orders of magnitude larger than those in ISO 14687-2:2012 limits [6]. Therefore, the
effect of HCOOH and HCHO has been excluded in the HyCoRA model.
Even though being relevant fuel impurities, ammonia and particles have not been included in
the HyCoRA simulation model. They are outside the scope of the HyCoRA model: ammonia
has its impact on the cathode side and particles represent a risk to reliable operation of the
hydrogen feed system components [7].
CO, CO2, Cl and S are all relevant impurities, but until today, there is no quantitative data
available for these species as is available for CO. Even when there is no CO in the fuel, it is
formed in-situ from CO2 via reverse water gas shift (RWGS) reaction. The CO formation via
RWGS has been discussed in a number of studies and reviews [8]–[10]. CO can also be
formed due to the anode catalyst support corrosion as shown by Decoopman et al. [11].
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The maximum surface coverage of CO formed by RWGS will be limited, as RWGS is hindered
by self-poisoning [12]. The steady state coverage of CO in the study of Smolinka et al. [12]
was 0.45 monolayers. Therefore, the contaminant impact of CO2 is limited. The formation of
steady-state coverage of CO via RWGS can also be a relatively rapid process. In the studies
of Kortsdottir et al. [13] and Smolinka et al. [12], the formation of steady state CO coverage
on a platinum surface took place in few tens of minutes.
The studies of Kortsdottir et al.[13] and Smolinka et al.[12] as well as other studies in the
literature have been done with simulated reformate gas containing typically 20-40% CO2. The
limit of CO2 in hydrogen in ISO 14687-2:2012 standard is 2 ppm. Therefore, there is no
quantitative data available for estimating the effect of CO 2 in combination with CO. As soon
as this data is available, it can be implemented in the model.
2.2.2

Influence of production method and delivery path

Automotive grade hydrogen fuel can be produced from a variety of feedstocks, comprising
fossil resources, such as natural gas and coal, and renewable resources, such as biomass
and water. In addition, a variety of process technologies suitable for particular feedstocks can
be used for hydrogen production. Depending on the production technology and the feedstock
used, different contaminants are possible in the hydrogen fuel produced. The efficiency of the
purification process in the downstream of the production process finally determines the levels
of different contaminants in the hydrogen fuel stream. PSA is the dominant purification
technology used in hydrogen production.
Many industrial processes produce hydrogen as a by-product. Industrial surplus hydrogen
comprises production margin available from users like refineries or ammonia industries, waste
by-product hydrogen from chemical industries (e.g. chlorine and sodium chlorate production),
or valorised by-product hydrogen from chemical industries. Potential impurities in the
hydrogen product would depend on the industrial process from which hydrogen comes out as
by-product, and the purification methods applied.
In addition to contaminants arising from the fuel production process, specific contaminants
may be introduced in the hydrogen fuel during the storage and transportation processes
constituting the fuel delivery path, or because of operation and maintenance activities
performed in the refuelling stations. Traces of impurities in the hydrogen fuel may come from
materials used for cleaning or lubrication of parts. Remains of nitrogen or helium may also be
entered from inert gas purge used in preparing systems at HRS for safe maintenance.
The different types of impurities potentially arising from the different production techniques,
feedstocks, process upsets and maintenance activities in the fuel delivery chain are illustrated
in Figure 2.2.
A refuelling station may be supplied by a hydrogen production unit located on-site, or by
hydrogen delivered to the site from centralised production units.
The NG-SMR-PSA gas-truck delivery path can be considered as the most common one, and
the one that contains also significant risks for the fuel quality failure. In practice, the risk is
mainly related to the CO level and sulphur level [14]. To be successful, centralised hydrogen
production obviously requires a large market demand, as well as an efficient hydrogen
transmission and distribution infrastructure.
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Figure 2.2. Potential contaminants in different hydrogen fuel production methods according
to SAE J2719/1. [14]
Distributed on-site production at refuelling stations can be based on steam reforming of
hydrocarbons, especially natural gas, or water electrolysis [15]. Hydrogen production from
natural gas by the SMR-PSA process is seen as the most likely near-term pathways for onsite production of hydrogen [15], [16]. Higher production costs and lower production efficiency
would be expected for the smaller-capacity on-site facilities compared to centralised plants.
The competitiveness of distributed hydrogen production would thus depend on the
transportation distance [15].
Compared to typically well-established QA/QC practices of the large scale industrial
production, the on-site production relies on small-scale process controls, and the knowledge
of the individual station operator, to maintain the required high fuel quality [14].
2.2.3

Fuel impurity impact mechanisms

Two impact mechanisms are identified affecting on the anode and reducing FC stack
performance:
- Degradation of the electrochemically active anode Pt catalyst surface area over time;
and
- Acute pollution of the active Pt surface area by CO in vehicle use.
The anticipated Pt surface pollution mechanisms for different impurity species in hydrogen fuel
are outlined in Figure 2.3. It is pointed out that, different to the other species listed, the effect
of ammonia is expected on the cathode [7]. In addition, the effect of HCHO and HCOOH can
be considered very small based on experimental results in HyCoRA project [6].
CO2 is always permeated from the cathode to the anode. Therefore, there is always CO 2 in
the anode side, even if hydrogen fuel would be CO2-free. This combined effect of CO and CO2
for Pt anode remains still unknown.
The modelling is limited to a situation where additional anode overvoltage due to CO poisoning
is over 50 mV. When 50 mV is exceeded, the system is stopped. In the literature also 30 mV
voltage drop has been used as a stoppage criteria [17].
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Figure 2.3. Anticipated contamination mechanisms for relevant impurity species
It is presumed in the model, that if CO coverage of the anode active surface area reaches a
certain threshold value (40% of linearly bonded monolayer), critical drop in stack output
voltage (50 mV per cell) will occur leading to an ‘incident’. The value 40% linearly bonded
monolayer coverage actually corresponds to a much larger coverage, as a large part of the
CO is actually bridge bonded. This is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Every bridge bonded CO takes
place from two hydrogen atoms. According to Matsuda et al. [18], only 51% of linearly bonded
monolayer coverage is needed to cover 76% of the surface leading to voltage drop of 46 mV
in their measurements.

Figure 2.4. A schematic presentation for the CO adsorption on the platinum surface when
surface coverage of CO increases.
In practice, anode overvoltage is strongly dependent on the current density, in addition to CO
coverage [19]. In the early stage of poisoning (under 50 mV voltage drop), there can be highly
uneven CO surface coverage with significantly larger coverage near hydrogen inlet. According
to the study of Brett et al.[20], the CO surface coverage distribution is highly dependent on the
flow rate of the anode gas.
The estimate for the CO coverage threshold (40%) adopted in the HyCoRA model is based
on the data gained from 1) HyCoRA project [21] and 2) literature [18], [22]. This estimate is
strictly valid only for anodes with low loading of catalyst (0.05-0.1 mgPtcm-2). It is also
assumed that the threshold value (40% as linear bonded monolayer) decreases linearly as
catalyst is aging and the active Pt area is lost due to particle growth.
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2.3

Simulation model implementation

The model implementation in the Matlab code consists of the main program, two submodels/programs called by the main program, and a number of functions defined to
accomplish specific computational tasks. The main program comprises specifications of the
case parameters, including the QC measures to be assessed, and performing of the risk and
cost calculations regarding each QC option. The flowchart shown in Figure 2.5 provides
simplified description of the Matlab code structure.

Figure 2.5. Flowchart presentation of the HyCoRA simulation model
Generation of fuel impurity concentrations for HRSs is implemented as a sub-model called by
the main program. The sub-model currently returns the distribution parameter values defining
the variation of fuel CO concentration expected in the HRS population in the considered case.
Similarly, simulation of fuel impurity impacts on FCEVs is implemented as a sub-model. In this
sub-model, large number of FCEVs selected randomly form the population of the specified
vehicle type of interest are individually exposed to fuel refill on a station selected randomly
from the HRS population. CO concentration of the fuel dispensed from the station is assumed
to be conditioned by a particular QC measure with station specific random error reflecting the
inaccuracy characteristic to the QC measure.
After determining the electrochemically active anode surface area expected for the vehicle,
the refilled vehicle is exposed to daily operation following an individually determined driving
and stop profile and overall duration for the operation. For the risk and cost calculation for the
particular QC measure, the sub-model returns the number of station incidents, minor and
major vehicle incidents encountered in the simulation runs, the CO concentration in vehicle
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fuel tank and some other model variable values associated to each vehicle incident, and the
amount of fuel refilled in the vehicles over the simulation runs.
The simulation of fuel impurity impacts is repeated similarly for every QC measure specified
for the assessment case. The particular QC measure considered is assumed to be in use in
all HRS stations. A ‘baseline case’ with fixed parameter values is provided as default for
representing the situation of having no extra QC measures added in the HRSs.
The different modules in the HyCoRA simulation model, as shown in Figure 2.5 and
implemented in the Matlab code version 1.0, are described in more detail in the following,
chapters 2.6.1 to 2.6.4.
2.3.1

Specification of the assessment case

For performing the assessment with the HyCoRA model, the user has to specify the fuel QC
measures to be considered, if any, and select the HRS type and the vehicle type and relevant
use profile(s) against which the assessment is performed. In addition, the user needs to define
the number of simulation runs to be performed for each QC, and specific cost parameter
values regarding the QCs, and the impurity induced vehicle and station incidents.
In addition, there are a fair number of parameters with initially set fixed values based on the
best knowledge that has been available (e.g. CO oxidation rate at run and at rest; cf. Appendix
1). These variable values are hard-wired in the Matlab code. However, they can be changed
by accessing the code if more accurate or representative values are known.
HRS type:
HRS type specification defines the fuel production and delivery chain types to be considered
in the assessment, and the proportion of fuel delivery to HRSs expected to come from each
type. Four fuel production options are tentatively offered for selection, comprising trucked
SMR-PSA, on-site SMR-PSA, electrolyser, and by-product.
In code version 1.0, the selection is fixed to the NG-SMR-PSA-truck delivery path or for onsite production with NG-SMR-PSA path. This implies that all fuel dispensed at HRSs is
assumed to be produced by the NG-SMR-PSA-truck delivery path.
Vehicle type and use:
The vehicle type to be considered in the assessment can be selected between (1) Regular
FCEV, (2) Taxi FCEV, and (3) FC Bus. Regular FCEV, Taxi FCEV, and FC bus are considered
to have differences in driving and refuelling behaviours, Pt-loading and age distribution. These
all affect their vulnerability to fuel impurities, and are taken into consideration in the impurity
impact simulation, chapter 2.3.3.
Different types of defined driving cycles have been assigned for the vehicle types as shown in
Table 2.1. FC Taxi and FC Bus are considered to be used for transport service in the urban
environment. Regular FCEVs are used in more variant environment, including faster driving
and faster accelerations. Either a single cycle or a mix of cycles can be selected for the
assessment. In the mixed case, each driving cycle type selected is made equally likely to occur
in the simulation of a vehicle’s daily operation.
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Table 2.1. Driving cycle options available for the different FC vehicle types
(described in more detail below).

FCEV Regular

FCEV Taxi

FC Bus

FC-DLC

FC-DLC

SORT 1

UDDS

UDDS

SORT 2

US06

US06

SORT 3

HWFEET

HWFEET

NYCC

NYCC

Vehicle drive cycles
The differences in driving behaviour (top speed, acceleration, etc.) between Regular FCEVs,
Taxi FCEVs and FC Buses can be taken into consideration by specifying different drive cycles
for the simulations.
FCEV drive cycles:
Fuel cell dynamic load cycle (FC-DLC) is the only cycle designed directly for FCEV testing.
FC-DLC is based on the New European driving cycle (NEDC) designed for assessing the
emission levels of car engines and fuel economy in petrol-based passenger cars. It is
supposed to represent the typical usage of a passenger car in Europe. It consists of four
repeated ECE-15 urban driving cycles (UDC) and one extra-urban driving cycle (EUDC) [23].
The UDC has been designed to represent typical driving conditions of busy cities, while the
EUDC represents high-speed driving modes.
The FC-DLC is defined by 35 test points (TP) representing specific loads and durations as
shown in Figure 2.6. The 100% (i.e. full load) TP is defined by the electrical load (current
density) at 0.65 V. The average load level calculated over the FC-DLC cycle is 28.14%.

Figure 2.6. The fuel cell dynamic load cycle (FC-DLC) [24].
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The other four drive cycles introduced below for FCEV usage are generated from drive cycles
designed for regular cars by converting driving speed to load [25]. The full load (100%) is
expected to be reached when the vehicle is driving at its top speed and the minimum load is
expected to be 5% of that. The top speed is assumed to be 160 km/h for Regular and Taxi
FCEVs.
Five drive cycle options shown in Table 2.2 have been identified for Regular and Taxi FCEV
simulations. The EPA urban dynamometer driving schedule (UDDS) and the New York city
cycle (NYCC) represent urban driving conditions, while the Highway fuel economy driving
schedule (HWFET) and the US06 supplemental FTP driving schedule (US06) represent
driving with higher speed and accelerations. FC-DLC combines both the urban and extraurban conditions and is supposed to represent the typical usage of a passenger car in Europe.
The modified time, load –plots of the FCEV drive cycles are shown in Figure 2.7.
Table 2.2. Drive cycle options for Regular and Taxi FCEVs.
Cycle

Description

Average load
(%)

Fuel cell dynamic load cycle (FCDLC)

Represents typical usage of a
FCEV in Europe.

28.14

EPA Urban Dynanometer Driving
schedule (UDDS)

Represents city driving conditions
and it is used for light duty vehicle
testing.

19.7

US06 Supplemental FTP Driving
Schedule (US06)

High acceleration aggressive driving
schedule

48.74

Highway Fuel Economy Driving
Schedule (HWFET)

Represents highway driving
conditions under 97 km/h (60 mi/h).

48.55

New York City Cycle (NYCC)

Features low speed stop-and-go
traffic conditions

9.42

Figure 2.7. Time, load –plots for the Regular and Taxi FCEV drive cycles.
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FC Bus drive cycles:
FC Bus simulations use the modified versions of Standardised On Road-Test (SORT) cycles
1, 2 and 3 which are originally developed by UITP [26]. Cycles consists of three trapezes and
an idle mode between trapezes. These cycles are modified from the original cycles to FC Bus
usage. Full load (100%) is expected to be reached at the maximum speed (60 km/h) of SORT
cycles. Short definitions of the three drive cycles are introduced in Table 2.3, and the modified
time, load –plots are shown in Figure 2.8.
Table 2.3. Drive cycle options for FC Buses.
Cycle

Description

Average
load (%)

SORT cycle 1

Urban bus driving

25.77

SORT cycle 2

Mixed bus driving

30.90

SORT cycle 3

Suburban bus driving

38.59

Figure 2.8. Time, load –plots for SORT cycles modified for FC Bus simulation
Initial anode Pt loading
The initial anode Pt loading (mgPtcm-2) presumed for the selected vessel type needs to be
specified. Either a default value set for the considered vehicle type or a user defined specific
value may be used. Currently, typical anode catalyst loading for FCEVs is 0.1 or 0.05 mgPtcm2
.
Initial Pt loading of 0.05 mgPtcm-2 is presumed as default for Regular and Taxi FCEVs. This is
considered to represent new generation FCEVs following the trend of reducing Pt loading.
For FC Bus, Pt loading of 0.3 mgPtcm-2 is presumed as default. Higher loading compared to
FCEVs enables longer lifetime, which can be considered more important attribute than the
lower cost of the FC system in bus fleet applications.
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Quality control measures:
One or more QC measures to catch and cut off high impurity concentrations from the fuel
dispensed at HRSs can be specified in the model for assessment. In model version 1.0, only
control measures to limit fuel CO concentration are considered.
To assess the performance and effect of the QC measures, a standard implementation of the
measure in the HRS population is assumed. This standard implementation comprises
specifications of:
-

-

cut-off target for impurity level in the dispensed fuel (e.g. 1 ppm for CO)
nominal accuracy (i.e. error) of the control measure; assumed to follow Normal
distribution N(0;σ2) with a specified value for standard deviation σ (e.g. 0.1 ppm for
CO)
the demanded probability of detection (α) at the specified cut-off target (i.e. probability
of QC detection if impurity concentration is at the specified target).

The QC measures are assumed to maintain the specified nominal accuracy over the time
interval defined by their manufacturer for their maintenance/recalibration.
The parameters above fix the probability density function (PDF) and the corresponding
cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the particular QC measure on the absolute CO
concentration scale, so that
µ (ppm) = cut-off target value (ppm) – zα × σ (ppm),

(2.1)

where z is the α-th percentile value of the standard normal distribution.
The CDF then defines the probability of the QC measure in a randomly picked HRS rejecting
a particular CO concentration in fuel from being dispensed (i.e. the probability of the QC
measure cut-off point being ≤ the particular CO concentration).
Due to the inaccuracy related to the control measures, some CO concentrations below the
targeted cut-off level would also be expected to become rejected as indicated in Figure 2.9.
Similarly, in few cases CO concentrations higher than the cut-off target would be expected to
pass without becoming detected.

Figure 2.9. Example of a QC measure located on the CO concentration scale. Cut-off target
1 ppm CO, std. deviation of QC accuracy 0.05 ppm, and desired probability of detection at
the cut-off target 0.95.
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Cost calculation parameters:
The costs arising from fuel impurity QC options are considered to comprise:


the capital and operational costs of the QC measure implemented;



the compensation costs from fuel impurity induced performance incidents on FCEVs
given the QC measure implemented; and



the value of the HRS fuel inventory cleared due to anticipated problem in fuel quality.
Such HRS clean-up can be initiated by ‘high’ impurity level detected by the QC
measure in use, or by a severe FCEV performance incident reported by one or more
FCEVs after refuelling at a particular station. In the model version 1.0, only the first
option has been implemented in the total cost calculation.

The cost parameters for a QC measure comprise:
 instrument cost (€)
 expected instrument life (years)
 annual instrument operating cost (€/year)
 manufacturer specified maintenance/recalibration interval (years)
 cost of maintenance/recalibration (€/case)
The cost parameters for the anticipated vehicle damage compensation costs comprise:
 cost penalty from a minor incident (€/incident)
 cost penalty from a major incident (€/incident)
CO concentration of 0.7 ppm in vehicle tank has been applied as a tentative criterion to group
the vessel incidents observed in the simulation runs into minor and major ones. Minor incident
implies that the vehicle can continue to operate but only with limited speed. Major incident
implies that the vehicle requires towing to service. This tentative criterion for incident severity
has been used both for FCEVs and for FC buses.
In reality the ‘severity’ of a vehicle incident will depend, in addition to the fuel CO concentration
in vehicle tank, on other parameters such as the electrochemically active anode Pt area or the
Pt loading of the FC stack, etc. This suggests that a different threshold value should be applied
for FCEVs and FC buses.
An alternative approach would be to try to specify the criterion so that it more directly reflects
the definitions used for minor and major incidents. For example, an observed CO poisoning
incident could be classified being minor if, after a shut-down of a specified duration (e.g. 15
minutes), the vehicle could continue driving with reduced power/speed (e.g. at 30% from the
maximum) at least for some specified time (e.g. 45 minutes) before being forced to stop again.
Fulfilment of the criterion then needs to be calculated for each incident case, taking into
account the special conditions of the case.
The cost parameter for the anticipated ‘station incident’ cost comprises the HRS cleanup/recovery cost defined as the anticipated average loss per station incident (€/incident).
Alternatively, one could consider specifying the cost as unit cost (€/kg) for the fuel to be
discharged/purged in station incidents. In order to calculate the station incident cost, in this
case, an estimate of the volume of fuel to be discharged/purged for HRS clean-up is also
needed. This could be specified as a direct estimate on average purge volume (kg/incident),
or as a percentage of station capacity or the volume of typical station refill. The required purge
volume would obviously depend on the structure/layout of the HRS fuel storage, and the way
the storage is used and refilled.
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The values for the cost parameters listed above are expected to be given in their ‘present
value’. In this case, the direct summation of the operating costs over QC life used in the cost
calculation in Ch. 2.3.4 gives correct and comparable results. This assumes that the annual
cost increase follows a constant interest rate, or a zero interest rate can be applied.
2.3.2

Generation of probability distribution for CO concentration at HRSs

The probability distribution for CO concentration in the fuel at the HRSs can be determined by
the distributions for product gas CO concentration representative for the different fuel
production process and delivery chain types, and the prevalence of the different processes in
supplying the HRSs. In the model version 1.0, however, only the NG-SMR-PSA process with
or without trucked delivery has been implemented.
CO concentration in NG-SMR/PSA product gas:
A coarse initial simulation model has been developed and implemented for estimating the
variation of CO concentration in the hydrogen gas produced using NG-SMR-PSA process.
The implemented model combines:




the data from simulations performed with Argonne National Laboratory’s (ANL) NGSMR-PSA model [27] to determine the impact expected on PSA product gas CO level
in case the different main process parameters deviate from their nominal value; and
probabilistic estimates on the accuracy/errors in the measurement and controlling of
these process parameters.

The main SMR-PSA process parameters studied with the ANL model, and included in the
HyCoRA model, comprise PSA inlet flow rate, PSA operating pressure, PSA bed temperature,
PSA tail-gas pressure, and WGS temperature TWGS.
In the simulations with the ANL model, the target CO concentration for PSA product gas was
set to 0.045 ppm when the process operates at the parameter design values. The product gas
CO concentration was found to be most sensitive to errors in controlling the PSA inlet flow
rate and the PSA operating pressure. In addition to CO, the ANL PSA model could be used to
assess similarly the concentrations of N2, CO2, and CH4, H2O and sulphur species in the SMRPSA product gas.
The simulation model implemented in the HyCoRA code treats the main SMR-PSA process
parameters as random variables. The errors in the different process parameters with respect
to their absolute target values are assumed to be independent and follow the same probability
distribution N(0; X%). Furthermore, the effects of the different parameters on product gas CO
concentration have been assumed to be multiplicative. The standard deviation of the process
parameter error distribution is required as input from the main program. The model returns the
distribution parameter values for product gas CO concentration based on the results of 10
million simulations. The developed simulation model has been described in more detail in the
HyCoRA 2nd period activity report D6.3 [28].
Using this model, initial calculations have been carried out to explore the influence that
variation/errors in the PSA process parameters would have on the expected CO concentration
in the product gas. In the calculations, errors with respect to the absolute target values of the
different parameters were assumed to follow the normal distribution with the mean equal to
0%, and standard deviation of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5%.
The results of the initial simulation runs indicated insignificant risk of experiencing substandard
CO concentrations in the PSA product as long as the standard deviation of the errors in the
considered process parameters stay below 0.1 % of the parameter target values. Wider error
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distributions will create a risk of the CO concentration exceeding the 0.2 ppm, the limit
currently set in ISO 14687-2:2012 [4] for automotive hydrogen fuel. With standard deviation of
1.0 %, probability of 0.03 % (i.e. 0.0003) was observed for the CO concentration to exceed
the 0.2 ppm limit. By increasing the standard deviation of the parameter errors to 1.5 %, the
probability of exceeding the 0.2 ppm limit was found to increase little above 1 % (i.e. 0.012).
The results are illustrated in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10. Probability density functions of PSA product gas CO concentration showing the
dependence of the CO concentration on the applied distribution of error in the control of the
main SMR-PSA process parameters. Same error distribution N(0; X%) applied for all
process parameters
Considering the effects of variation in the different process parameters separately, see Figure
2.11, the results suggest that product gas CO concentration is most sensitive to variation in
the PSA inlet flow rate (PSA-Q) and PSA-operating pressure (PSA-P). Small chance of CO to
exceed the 0.2 ppm limit was found if the variation in either of these parameters individually
approaches the level of 1.5% measured as the PDF standard deviation. The 1.5% standard
deviation implies that, with the probability of 0.99, the flow rate would stay within 17.578 ±
0.614 N-m3/min range, and the operating pressure within 18 ± 0.629 atm range. Regarding
the other parameters considered, the risk of substandard CO concentration appeared to
remain negligible with similar variation present.
Obviously, the acceptable variation in the individual process parameter values depends on
the CO concentration at which the process is designed to operate normally, and how much it
differs from the maximum CO limit specified in the applied fuel quality standard. In the ANL
model, the target concentration for PSA output was set to 0.045 ppm of CO, when the process
operates at the main process parameter design values.
If found reasonable, similar models could be specified and applied to cover also the other
impurities in the produced hydrogen fuel. Similar to the CO case, the ANL’s NG-SMR-PSA
model could be used to assess the concentrations of N2, CO2, and CH4, H2O and sulphur
species in the PSA product gas.
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Figure 2.11. Probability density functions of PSA product gas CO concentration showing the
difference in the effect of error in the control of the main SMR-PSA process parameters.
Identical error distribution applied for each process parameter N(0;1,5%)
CO concentration in HRS stored fuel gas:
In the simplest case, the distribution of fuel’s CO concentration at the population of HRSs can
be assumed to correspond directly to the distribution of CO concentration of the fuel
production. This assumption is perfectly valid if the new batches of fuel delivered to HRSs are
not mixed with the fuel with different CO concentration that is present at HRS storage at the
time of station refill. In other case, the assumption leads to overestimate the prevalence of the
very high CO concentrations at HRSs.
Mixing the new fuel with the fuel remaining in the HRS storage tank during the station refill
would obviously change the CO distribution of the fuel to be dispensed from HRSs. Mixing the
new and the remaining volumes of fuel would be expected to ‘squeeze in’ the CO distribution
of HRSs from the CO distribution of fuel production, making the extreme values of CO
concentration in HRSs less probable while maintaining the mean unchanged. The extent of
this chance depends on the number of previous station refills having significant effect on the
present CO concentration. This number obviously depends on the proportion of the overall
HRS storage volume to be filled in during station refills.
Knowing the probability distribution of fuel’s CO concentration after production, and assuming
complete mixing at station refills, the CO concentration at a randomly picked HRS station after
a refill can be predicted by simple calculation taking into account a suitable number of previous
station refills:
𝐶𝑂𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑆𝐹1 × 𝐶𝑂1 + ∑𝑛𝑖=2 [∏
Where

𝑖−1

(1 − 𝑆𝐹𝑗 )] × 𝑆𝐹𝑖 × 𝐶𝑂𝑖 ,

(2.2)

𝑗=1

SFi = fuel volume (% of station storage volume) delivered in station refill i
COi = fuel CO concentration (ppm) in station refill i
n = number of station refills considered; index 1 corresponding to the latest
refill.
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The required number of previous station refills to be considered depends on the refill volume.
If the fuel volume delivered in each station refill is reasonably high, and completely mixed with
the existing station fuel inventory, the influence of the refills further away in the history diminish
quickly. For example, if the delivered fuel volume in each refill is at least 70% of the station’s
storage volume, already the 4th latest refill would have less than 2% impact on station’s CO
concentration after the latest refill, compared to the 70% impact of the latest refill. In
comparison, if the refills were as low as 20% of the station storage volume, still the 10th last
refill would have an effect more than 3% on the station CO concentration, while the latest refill
would have 20% impact.
Assuming that the station refill volumes vary fairly similarly between and within individual
HRSs, and that the CO concentration in different refills varies according to the distribution
identified for fuel production by the NG-SMR-PSA process, the presumed distribution for the
fuel CO concentration at HRSs could be determined by a simple simulation. Distribution
parameters of station refill volumes would then be needed as input from the main program.
To what extent one could expect the refill gas volume to be mixed with the existing station gas
inventory would obviously depend on the structure/layout of the gas storage at HRSs, e.g.
division of the gas storage into separate volumes, and the way of using and refilling the
storage. Since this is not known, it is assumed in the model version 1.0 that the probability
distribution of the fuel CO concentration at HRSs equals the distribution of the fuel production.
Concentrations of other impurities
When normal operation of NG-SMR-PSA process is considered, the level of CO2, sulphur
(H2S) and Cl- should be negligible in the dispensed fuel, as CO2, H2S are efficiently removed
by PSA [27]. However, when some other source of hydrogen is used, the level of these
contaminants can be significant. It is also possible that halogenates and sulphur are
introduced in the hydrogen within the delivery path, from the production to the vehicle fuel
tank. These fuel impurities, other than CO, are not considered in the model version 1.0.
2.3.3

Impurity impact simulation

Impurities in hydrogen fuel are considered to have an impact on the power production capacity
of FC stacks via two mechanisms in different time scales, both affecting the anode electrochemically active Pt catalyst surface area:
 Reduction of the electrochemically active Pt surface area, taking place gradually over
time, and
 Acute pollution of the active Pt surface area by CO and similar type of other CO-forming
fuel impurities in vehicle use.
The first phenomenon is caused by catalyst degradation over time, which can be further
accelerated by exposure to chlorine (i.e. halogenated compounds) or sulphur compounds in
the fuel. The effects of age and exposure to Cl are considered to be irreversible, while the
effect of sulphur is presumed to be at least partially reversible [1]. Data allowing to quantify
the effects of exposure to concentrations of Cl and S compounds in the fuel are currently
largely missing.
For the fuel produced by NG or methanol reformation and PSA purification, CO can be found
to be the main impurity affecting the power production capacity of FC stacks as it adsorbs
strongly on the surface of the Pt catalyst. The effect, however, is fully reversible over time via
oxidation. CO2, HCHO and HCOOH have similar impact mechanisms. HCHO and HCOOH
either adsorb directly of form other compounds such as CO, formate [29], [30]. In any case
their poisoning effect on Pt has been found to be much weaker than that of CO [6].
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The two mechanisms are considered separately in the simulation of fuel impurity impacts. In
the model version 1.0, however, only the anode catalyst degradation by aging over time and
CO as the only fuel impurity affecting FC stack performance immediately in operation, are
accounted.
The flowchart model describing the simulation of CO impact on FC stacks is shown in Figure
2.12. Contents of the different simulation steps are described in more detail in the following
chapters.
In Figure 2.13, the variables considered in the HyCoRA model version 1.0, and how the
variables are considered affecting on the impact that CO in the fuel will generate on the
performance of FC stacks, are described.
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Figure 2.12. Flowchart model for simulation of CO impact on FC stacks.
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Figure 2.13. Influence Diagram model describing the variables affecting fuel CO impact on
FC stack performance in the HyCoRA model
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Vehicle daily operating time:
The accumulated operating time is calculated after every simulation step and compared to the
daily operating time picked randomly for the vehicle from a representative distribution. The
operating time consists of time spend in drive cycles and idle/stop time between cycles, and
differs for regular and taxi FCEVs and for FC buses. The count of the daily operating time is
set equal to zero at the start of the simulation run.
Regular FCEVs:
The daily operating time for regular FCEVs is based on NREL’s FCEV data on daily miles
driven (Figure 2.14). Driven miles can be changed to daily drive time values by dividing them
with average FCEV speed (according to NREL data: 27.6 mi/hr).
In 4.7% of the cases, driving time is set to 1 minute. Otherwise, the daily driving time of regular
FCEVs is assumed to be exponentially distributed with parameter λ = 180 minutes.

Figure 2.14. Daily drive distance distribution for Regular FCEVs [31].
FC Buses:
Due to the lack of specific operating data on FC Buses, their daily operating time is assumed
to be according to NREL’s Fleet DNA -project data (Figure 2.15). Based on the data, collected
for city transit buses, FC buses’ daily operating time, consisting of the time in driving and the
breaks between the drive cycles, is assumed to be normally distributed between 1 to 23 hours,
with parameters µ = 12 hrs and σ = 3 hrs.
Taxi FCEVs:
For taxi FCEVs, the daily operating time distribution is assumed identical to the operating time
distribution of FC buses.
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Figure 2.15. Daily operating time distribution for FC buses [32].
Vehicle age:
The vehicle age is defined as the FC stack age. For FCEVs (regular and taxi), the stack age
is assumed to be uniformly distributed between 0 and 5000 hours. For FC buses, the stack
age is assumed to be uniformly distributed between 0 and 20 000 hours. These tentative
distributions can be replaced by more representative ones, when such data is available.
Defining the electrochemically active anode surface area:
One of the main challenges of FCs regarding sustainable operation in long-term is the
degradation of the catalyst [33],[34]. Three mechanisms reducing the anode Pt catalyst active
surface area over time have been identified, namely:
1) Irreversible surface area reduction due to particle growth or dissolution of the catalyst
over FC operating time;
2) Accelerated particle growth and irreversible area reduction due to exposure to Cl (i.e.
impact of halogenated compounds); and
3) Partially reversible area reduction due to exposure to sulphur.
The proportion of the Pt catalyst active area remaining in a FC stack after a particular number
of hours in use is a random variable, which can be estimated as the sum of the effects of these
three mechanisms. In the model version 1.0, only the degradation mechanism 1) has been
implemented.
(1) Particle growth or dissolution over time
According to TEM analyses, the catalyst particle growth takes place via two different
mechanisms [35]. In the nanoscale Ostwald ripening, small Pt particles dissolve in the ionomer
phase forming Pt2+ and then redeposit on larger neighbouring Pt particles. At the microscale,
Pt2+ ions diffuse towards the cathode/membrane interface where crossover hydrogen from the
anode reduces platinum ions to solid Pt precipitate.
There are plenty of studies concerning the degradation of the cathode catalyst ([36],[37]), but
only a few articles concentrate also on the anode. When comparing the anode and cathode
degradation, TEM and XRD analyses reveal that the cathode catalyst particles agglomerate
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more rapidly [38],[39]. Clusters formed at the cathode are 1‒3 nm larger in diameter than
clusters at the anode, thus resulting in lower surface area. The difference has been attributed
to several plausible factors such as higher dissolution potential of Pt at the cathode, local heat
produced by the oxygen reduction reaction, and higher hydration level facilitating the particle
growth at the cathode.
Wilson et al.[39] have reported that the Pt surface area reduces to about 65% of the initial
value on the anode after 4000 hours of continuous operation. From their study, it can be
approximated that after 1000 hours, the Pt surface area is still close to 80% of the initial value.
This is in good agreement with the study of Mathias et al. [40]. On this basis, it could be argued
that the PEMFC anode will lose at most 35% of its Pt surface area due to degradation within
the first 4000 operating hours.
In the model, the anode active Pt surface area is assumed to reduce due to particle growth or
dissolution at a constant rate over time. The reduction is assumed to be linear over time, so
that the active area is halved from the initial in 5000 hours of operation in FCEVs. This implies
a constant Pt area degradation rate of 0.01% per operating hour applied for FCEVs. For FC
buses, Pt area degradation rate of 0.0035% per operating hour is applied, reducing the active
area to 30% of the original in the expected FC bus lifetime of 20 000 hours of operation. The
assumed lower degradation rate is due to less cyclic operation (stronger hybridization with
batteries) and fewer number of start-stop cycles experienced during bus lifetime.
The anode Pt catalyst active area (relative to the initial area (=1)) at the start of the simulation
is calculated as:
StartArea = InitialArea - (StackAge (hr) × Pt_DegradationSpeed (%/hr) ×
InitialArea/100).

(2.3)

Taking into account the estimated Pt area degradation speed and the expected FC stack life
for the different vessel types, the “Start area” can be between 1 and 0.5 for FCEVs and
between 1 and 0.3 for FC buses.
Threshold for CO poisoning
The anode active area at the start affects the speed of CO poisoning of the Pt surface and the
threshold for surface CO coverage leading to critical FC stack output voltage drop (50 mV per
cell). The threshold value is assumed to decrease linearly as the active area at start
decreases, and is determined as:
Threshold (%) = active anode area at start × Pt factor.

(2.4)

Pt factor value of 40% is assumed to apply for FCEVs (regular and taxi), and 60% for FC
buses. This implies that in the case of FCEVs, the threshold value for a new FC stack is 40%
whereas for a stack at the end of its life (i.e. operated for 5000 hours) the threshold value is
reduced to 20%. Similarly for the FC buses, the threshold value of 60% for a new stack
reduces to 18% for a stack being at the end of its life (i.e. operated for 20 000 hours).
Defining the CO concentration in a vehicle fuel tank:
In order to simulate the daily operation of a vehicle, the CO concentration in its fuel tank after
refuelling is calculated based on the last and four preceding refills. The final CO concentration
in the tank depends on the refill volume and the CO concentration in each refill, and can be
calculated as:
𝐶𝑂𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 = 𝑆𝐹1 × 𝐶𝑂1 + ∑5𝑖=2[∏𝑖−1
𝑗=1(1 − 𝑆𝐹𝑗 )] × 𝑆𝐹𝑖 × 𝐶𝑂𝑖 ,
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where

SFi = fuel volume (% of vehicle tank volume) delivered in refill i
COi = fuel CO concentration (ppm) in vehicle refill i, give the QC measure k.

For the calculation, the values of refill volume and CO concentration in the fuel dispensed from
a HRS are assumed to be independent in each refill, and are sampled randomly from the
corresponding distributions. Vehicle fuel tank is assumed to be 100% full after each refuelling.
Based on NREL data [41], the fuel amount in a vehicle tank before a refuelling is assumed to
follow normal distribution with parameters µ = 49.59 and σ = 20.42, both expressed as
percentage of tank volume (full tank = 100%). In lack of more representative data for spesific
vehicle type, the same distribution for tank refill level has been initially assumed for all types
of FC vehicles.
For each refill, the sampled CO concentration value is checked by the specific QC measure
considered to be in use. If the QC cut-off value in the randomly selected HRS is found to be
less than the sampled CO concentration value, the dispensing will be prevented. In that case,
a new value is sampled from the CO distribution until a CO concentration passing the QC is
attained.
If rejection of the sampled CO concentration occurs in the last refill, a ‘station incident’ is
recorded.
The amount of fuel delivered in the last vehicle refill is saved for cost calculation. Refill amount
in kilograms is calculated as:
𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 =
where

𝑆𝐹1
× 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
100%

(2.6)

𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = size of the vehicle fuel tank in kilograms.

Tank size defines the average tank volume in kilograms for the vehicle type considered, and
it is requested as user input in the model. In the model version 1.0, 5.5 kg is used as default
value for the average tank size for regular and taxi FCEVs. 25.0 kg is used as default tank
size for FC buses.
Simulating the vehicle daily operation:
As illustrated in flowchart model in Figure 2.12, a vehicle with randomly determined age,
corresponding electrochemically active anode Pt catalyst surface area, and CO concentration
in the vehicle fuel tank after a random refill at a HRS conditioned by a specific QC measure,
is exposed to a simulated operation. By the simulation, the duration of vehicle operation is
defined randomly from a representative distribution of daily operating time for the vehicle type
considered. The vehicle is then exposed to simulated operation until the defined daily
operation time is reached, or until CO accumulation on the anode electrochemically active Pt
surface area exceeding the predefined threshold value for CO poisoning is identified. The
operation comprises driving according to pre-selected drive cycles that represent predefined
FC load profiles, and random stop durations between the drive cycles that are applicable for
the vessel type considered.
The accumulation of CO on the anode catalyst surface during each drive cycle step is
calculated and compared to a predefined threshold value for CO coverage representing
unacceptable stack performance degradation. If the calculated CO accumulation exceeds the
threshold value, the simulation run is terminated and a ‘vehicle incident’ is recorded, given that
the incident is encountered within the daily operating time identified for the vehicle. Based on
the anticipated severity of the impact on vehicle performance, the incident is classified as
‘minor’ or ‘major’. Without a recorded incident, the simulation proceeds to the next drive cycle
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step. Both CO adsorption on the Pt catalyst surface during run, and CO oxidation during the
run and stop periods causing cleaning of the catalyst surface, are accounted. The anode active
Pt surface area is assumed free of CO at the beginning of the simulation run.
If the drive cycle is completed successfully and the daily operating time value has not been
exceeded, a stoppage with random duration between drives or another drive cycle selected
randomly from the options specified for the case is initiated. The duration of the stoppage is
sampled from a distribution of the time between consecutive trips derived from NREL’s report
[41].
Due to the lack of proper data, the stoppage time distribution representing regular FCEVs is
also applied to taxi FCEVs and FC buses in the model version 1.0.
Anode active surface CO poisoning @ run
The amount of additional CO poisoning of the active anode surface (expressed in % of
surface’s max CO coverage) occurring during a drive cycle step depends on the speeds of
CO adsorption and CO oxidation under load, and the duration of the drive cycle step. The
expression of % of surface maximum coverage means that all CO is assumed to be adsorbed
with linear bonding, while in practice most of the CO is adsorbed as bridge bonding, when the
surface coverage is low [18].
The CO adsorption rate depends on the active catalyst surface area available (% of new MEA),
the fuel CO level (ppm), the power level applied (% of stack max), and the ratio between the
Pt loading reference value (0.05 mgPtcm-2) and the selected Pt loading value for the case
assessed.
The CO adsorption capacity for the Pt anode is assumed to be about 1.24 mmol(CO)/g Pt as
calculated from the work of Hashimasa et al. [42].
The adsorption capacity will depend on the specific surface area for the catalyst, and it should
be linearly dependent on catalyst loading. The capacity of 1.24 mmol(CO)/g Pt would
correspond to specific surface area of about 28.5 m2/gPt, if specific charge is assumed to be
420 C/cm2 for a monolayer of adsorbed (linearly bonded) CO. This surface area is quite low
compared to some values reported in the literature [43]. It is, however, in line with the surface
area measurements, performed for low loading anodes in the HyCoRA project where surface
area of about 26 m2/gPt was measured for an aged S2 stack [44].
The CO adsorption rate, used in the model as the reference value, is based on the assumption
that specific surface area is 28.5 m2/gPt. With this value, an initial estimate for a new MEA with
a Pt loading of 0.05 mgPtcm-2, 1 ppm CO concentration in fuel is expected to lead to CO
adsorption of 0.5% per minute when FC stack is operated at the maximum current density (i.e.
1 Acm-2).
The CO adsorption rate is assumed to reduce linearly as the operating power level or the fuel
CO concentration is reduced. Similarly, it is assumed to increase linearly if the electrically
active surface area at start or the Pt loading is reduced, as illustrated in the calculations in
Table 2.4. Here, a simplifying assumption is made that the system efficiency is constant, i.e.
the current follows the power one-to-one.
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Table 2.4. The increase of surface coverage (linear bonding) as a function of anode Pt
loading for 1 ppm CO in hydrogen and for 1 Acm-2 current density. Fuel utilisation 100% and
specific surface area 28.5 m2/gPt are assumed.

Adsorption
capacity for one
cm2 / nmol

Time for reaching
full surface
coverage = (100%)
assuming linear
bonding (min)

Surface coverage
increase in one
minute (%)

0.025

31

99.83

1.00

0.05

62

199.66

0.50

0.1

124

399.33

0.25

Pt loading mg/cm

2

The CO on the anode catalyst surface is also continuously oxidised during FC operation by
the oxygen diffusing through the membrane. This phenomenon is called internal air bleed. In
practice, the CO oxidation rate due to internal air bleed should dependent on large number of
parameters (i.e. membrane permeability, surface CO coverage, temperature, pressure,
humidity, etc.) and is very difficult to estimate. There is very little quantitative literature data
available for the CO oxidation rate due to internal air bleed, except the works of Hashimasa et
al. [42] and Matsuda et al. [18].
According to Matsuda et al., 0.2 ppm CO can increase surface coverage of CO to 60% (linear
and bridge bonded CO combined) causing a voltage drop of 29 mV, when current density was
1 Acm-2, temperature 60⁰C and atmospheric pressure. At this steady-state point, practically
all CO was converted to CO2 and therefore the CO oxidation speed (using 0.11 mgPtcm-2
loading) was 0.065 %/min. When CO level was increased to 0.4 ppm, surface coverage of CO
was increased to 76% and voltage drop to 46 mV. With 0.4 ppm CO only 80% of the CO was
oxidised to CO2 and therefore the CO oxidation speed would increase to 0.105 %/min. When
CO level was further increased to 1 ppm, CO oxidation speed would increase to about 0.205
%/min. However, the voltage drop was already much more (216 mV) than what could be
accepted (30-50 mV) in the FCEV case.
Matsuda et al. measured also oxygen permeation by using nitrogen on the anode side.
According to their results, permeated O2 velocity from the cathode was 92 mol h-1, while CO
supply velocity was 0.26 mol h-1 when the CO concentration was 0.4 ppm. Still, permeated
oxygen could not oxidise all CO. This illustrates extremely poor selectivity of permeated
oxygen for the oxidation of CO, when Pt is used as catalyst.
Based on this very limited amount of literature data, the initial estimate for the oxidation speed
has been determined. The oxidation rate of CO during a FC run is assumed to be a function
of CO adsorbed on the active surface of Pt so that the oxidation rate increases linearly by
0.005%/min when the amount of adsorbed CO increases 1%. For example, the CO oxidation
rate of 0.2%/min is used in the calculation when 40% of the active surface of Pt is covered by
CO at the beginning of the cycle step. The CO adsorption level refers to the CO coverage on
the Pt surface at the beginning of the considered drive cycle step.
1
𝐶𝑂 𝑂𝑥𝑖𝑑. 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 (%⁄𝑚𝑖𝑛) = 0.005(
) × 𝐶𝑂 𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 (%)
𝑚𝑖𝑛
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The increase in the CO adsorption on the anode’s active surface during a drive cycle step is
calculated as:
∆𝐶𝑂 𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 = [𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 × (
𝑃𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑓
𝑃𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔

where

𝐶𝑂 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
𝐶𝑂 𝑅𝑒𝑓

×

𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑅𝑒𝑓
𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

×
(2.8)

× 𝐶𝑂 𝐴𝑑𝑠. 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑅𝑒𝑓 ) − 𝐶𝑂 𝑂𝑥𝑖𝑑. 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 ] × 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

CO Ref = 1 ppm, SurfaceAreaRef = 1, and PtLoadingRef = 0.05 mgPtcm-2.

The CO concentration in the fuel and the active Pt surface area at start are not considered to
change within the drive cycles or the simulation round. As a simplifying assumption, constant
system efficiency is assumed, i.e. the current is assumed to follow the power one-to-one.
This increase of CO adsorption is added to the level of CO adsorption accumulated on the Pt
surface during the previous steps of the drive cycle. The accumulated CO adsorption on the
Pt surface is controlled to be ≥ 0%.
Furthermore, the CO adsorption of the anode catalyst’s active surface area is assumed to be
0% at the start of the simulation. This corresponds to the FC stack being stopped for over 4
hours, i.e. overnight, before the start, providing complete surface clean up by CO oxidation.
Anode active surface CO clean up @ stop
CO is continuously removed from the anode surface due to the internal air bleed. During a
stop of the system, the hydrogen concentration around the anode catalyst surface is reduced,
causing change of selectivity between two reactions with oxygen: the oxidation of CO and the
oxidation of hydrogen on the catalyst surface.
It is assumed here that during a stoppage hydrogen on the anode side is slowly consumed so
that oxygen from the cathode can oxidise the adsorbed CO. However, fuel cell system can
also be operated in a way that hydrogen rich (reducing) atmosphere is kept at the anode side1.
In this operation mode, CO oxidation can be expected to be much slower.
As an initial approximation in the simulation model version 1.0, a CO oxidation rate of
0.1%/min is assumed for the first hour of stoppage, and a CO oxidation rate of 0.2%/min is
assumed for the following hours of stoppage.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the effect of start and stop (S/S) is not changing when the
system is aging. In practice, the increased permeability of an aged membrane should make
the effective S/S time for CO clean-up shorter as the gas exchange time is reduced, i.e. the
internal air bleed is faster.
Stoppage time between drive cycles
Decision whether a stop is initiated between two consecutive drive cycles is based on a stop
probability. Initially, the stop probability is fixed to 1 but it can be set between 0 and 1. Stop
probability 1 means that the vehicle stops always between two consecutive drive cycles, and
probability 0 that the vehicle does not stop before entering a new drive cycle in the simulation.
The FCEV’s stoppage time between drive cycles is assumed to follow the distribution based
on NREL’s data on time between consecutive trips recorded on FCEVs in field use and shown
in Figure 2.16.
58% of stops are shorter than 1 hour, Figure 2.16. These 0-1 hour stops are assumed to follow
the two-parameter exponential distribution Exp(14.1;1), expressed in minutes.

1

US 20110143243 A1 Fuel cell operational methods for hydrogen addition after shutdown
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Stops lasting 1-24 hours can be divided into 5 categories. Of the stops lasting more than one
hour, about 36% (i.e. about 15% of all stops) are assumed shorter than 4 hours. Stops lasting
4-24 hours are categorised to 4-6, 6-12, 12-18 and 18-24 hours stops where each category is
assumed to comprise 5% of all stops. In lack of more detailed data, the duration of the stops
inside these categories is assumed to follow the uniform distribution, expressed in minutes.
The remaining 7% of the stops last over 24 hours. These stops are set to last 24 hours, which
is the maximum daily operating time in the simulations.
Due to lack of more representative data on taxi FCEVs and FC buses, the same stoppage
time distribution is applied to all vehicle types in model version 1.0.

Figure 2.16. Distribution of the time between consecutive trips on FCEVs [41].
2.3.4

Risk and cost calculation and comparisons

The risk and cost calculation and comparisons compile the results from the fuel impurity impact
simulations performed regarding the different fuel QC measures included in the simulation
case. Based on the number of vehicle incidents recorded over the simulation runs,
frequency/probability estimates for fuel impurity induced minor (i.e. operation with limited
speed) and major (i.e. towing/service needed) incidents can be derived regarding the different
fuel QC measures for comparison. Similarly, based on the station and vehicle incidents
realised in the simulation runs, and the given cost parameter values, the cost impact can be
determined for the different QC options, and compared in order to identify the most costeffective QC option within the considered alternatives.
Fuel QA aims to ensure that the risk of experiencing harmful impacts on FCEVs due to
impurities in the fuel discharged at HRSs to FCEVs is reasonably low. In this task, QC
measures obviously are beneficial, but come with certain monetary costs eventually adding
the fuel price. Hence, the problem becomes to find the level of control that minimises the
combined cost of the risk control measures implemented and the cost of impurity induced
incidents expected with having these measures in use.
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In order to be cost effective, the costs of implementation and operation of a QC measure
needs to be (sufficiently) lower than the cost savings that can be achieved with the QC
measure added in the fuel delivery system. The cost savings are expected to come from the
reduction of damage costs arising from minor and major vehicle incidents induced by
impurities in the dispensed fuel.
The savings in induced damage costs would obviously materialise with the cost of some
proportion of the fuel delivered to HRSs getting rejected by the QC and possibly discharged
before sales. These incidents, in which the fuel QC measure cuts out dispensing of fuel at the
HRS due to detected high impurity concentration in the fuel, are referred as ‘station incidents’.
The frequency of such incidents obviously depends on the probability distribution of the
impurity concentration in the fuel, the cut-off limit set for the impurity, the inaccuracy specific
to the QCmeasure in use, and the demanded reliability for detection of the impurity
concentrations exceeding the set limit. These incidents would lead to station clean-ups and
lost fuel inventory, and can be taken into account as an additional cost element in the cost
calculation module.
The contents of risk and cost calculations are described in the Flowchart in Figure 2.17.

Figure 2.17. Flowchart presentation of the risk and cost calculation and comparisons.
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Risk calculations:
Once a suitably large number of simulation runs have been carried out regarding each QC
measure considered, the probability/risk of experiencing a CO induced FC stack incident in
vehicle daily operation can be determined.
Based on the number of performance degradation incidents recorded in the simulations, the
risk (i.e. likelihood) for major and minor incidents in the population of vehicles of the selected
type are determined regarding each QC measure considered. The risk measure is determined
as the ratio of the number of vehicle incidents recorded in the simulations to the number of
simulation rounds performed regarding the QC measure.
Minor incident refers to cases in which CO pollution of the FC stack has exceeded the
threshold value set for acceptable stack performance. However, the vehicle can still be used,
but only with its speed limited. Similarly, major incidents are cases in which CO pollution of
the FC stack is so severe that the vehicle needs to be towed over to service. 0.7 ppm CO
concentration in vehicle tank has been initially adopted as the criterion to separate the vehicle
incidents into minor and major ones.
Similarly, the likelihood of ‘station incidents’ in the HRS population can be determined for each
QC measure. Station incident refers to cases where the QC measure in use detects too high
CO concentration and prevents/cuts out dispensing of fuel at a HRS. The likelihood (or incident
occurrence rate) is calculated as the ratio of the number of station incidents recorded in the
simulations to the number of simulation rounds performed regarding the QC measure.
Cost calculations:
The cost calculations use the cost parameter values defined for the particular calculation case
together with the number of vehicle performance incidents of different severity, the number of
station incidents (i.e. QC rejecting the fuel from being dispensed), and the amount of fuel
refilled in the vehicles recorded in the simulation runs performed for each QC measure as the
input. Based on these, the overall cost impact (per kilogram dispensed fuel) can be calculated
for the different QCs, and their cost effectiveness compared with respect to the baseline case
of having no QC measure installed in the HRSs.
The overall cost of a QC measure can be expressed as:
Total cost from QC = Cost of QC measure + Cost of vehicle
incidents |QC + Cost of station incidents |QC

(2.9)

In order to be able to compare correctly cost effectiveness of different QC measures with
different life times and performance characteristics, the costs and savings need to be
determined in terms of cost per kg dispensed fuel.
The cost of a QC measure comprises of the capital cost and the operating and maintenance
costs accrued over the expected lifetime of the QC measure. The cost impact of QC measures
on fuel cost obviously depends on the capacity and utilization rate of HRSs, being larger for
small size and less frequently used stations. For a given HRS capacity and utilization rate, the
cost of QC measure per kg fuel can be calculated as:
€

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑄𝐶 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 ( ) =
𝑘𝑔

𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡+𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒∗𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡+(𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑝(

(2.10)

𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒
)−1)∗ 𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦∗𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒∗𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒∗365
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The expected cost of vehicle incidents for a given QC measure is comprised of the damage
compensation costs arising from vehicle incidents of minor and major severity. It can be
estimated based on the simulation results, and taking into account that some amount of fuel
is refuelled for every simulation round, as shown below:
€

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠| 𝑄𝐶 ( ) =

[

𝑘𝑔
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑄𝐶 ×𝑀𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡+# 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑄𝐶 ×𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑄𝐶

(2.11)

]

The expected cost of station incidents associated with a given QC measure arise from the QC
measure rejecting the fuel from being dispensed due to detected high impurity level, and
forcing to HRS stoppage and clean-up. This cost can be estimated as:
€
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠| 𝑄𝐶 ( )
𝑘𝑔

(2.12)

𝑘𝑔
€
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑄𝐶 × 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (
) × 𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ( )
𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑘𝑔
=
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑄𝐶
QC comparisons:

A set of graphs is produced by the Matlab code to facilitate risk and cost comparisons between
the QC measures. Obviously, the presented cost figures are strongly dependent on the cost
parameter values specified for the calculations.
After the simulations, cost of each QC measure, Eq. (2.10), can be calculated as function of
HRS’s daily fuel sale volume, meaning the product of station capacity (kg/d) and utilization
rate. This is the primary cost figure produced for QC comparisons. It allows determining the
limit for station’s daily sale volume, below which the cost savings induced by the QC measure
would not cover the additional cost of the QC measure, making the particular QC measure
unreasonable versus the base case of ‘No QC’.
An example of the cost comparison figure comparing cost effectiveness of four QC options
with the base case is shown in Figure 2.18. It indicates QC3 producing the lowest total cost
for stations with daily sales of 640 kg H2 or higher, of the QC options considered. However,
the base case of ‘No QC’ has the lowest total cost for the stations with daily fuel sales lower
than 530 kg.
Cost calculations results for the different QC measure options are saved into a Matlab table
(see Ch. 3.5). This table can be exported to MS Excel for possible further processing.
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Figure 2.18. Example of cost comparison of QCs showing the calculated total cost estimate
of each QC option as function of HRS daily fuel sale volume.
Cost effectiveness of the different QC measures can also be compared at a fixed level of
HRS daily sale volume selected by the user. An example is introduced in Figure 2.19.

Figure 2.19. Example of cost comparison of QCs at a user selected fixed level of HRS daily
fuel sale volume.
The likelihoods of minor and major vehicle incidents and station incidents in case of the
different QC measure options are visualized with two Matlab figures, Figure 2.20. In the figure,
the incident likelihoods are expressed per vehicle refill and subsequent 24 hours of use.
Figure 2.20 shows how the likelihood of vehicle incidents can be expected to decrease as QC
measures reacting to lower and lower CO levels are introduced. Obviously, the likelihood of
station incidents can be seen to increase with more strict QC measures.
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Figure 2.20. Example figures for comparing the likelihoods of vehicle incidents (minor and
major) and station incidents in case of the different QC measures.
More accurate information on every vehicle incident observed in the simulations is saved into
separate Matlab tables so that each QC measure option has a dedicated table containing the
information of the vehicle incidents observed in case of that QC option being in use. The more
accurate information includes ‘Fuel CO level’, ‘FC stack age’, ‘Start area’, ’Pt catalyst surface
CO adsorption level at refill’ and ‘updated vehicle operating time’. These tables can be
exported to MS Excel for more detailed analysis.
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3. HyCoRA Matlab code
3.1

HyCoRA Matlab code structure

The main program comprises the specification of the simulation case and performs the risk
and cost calculations and comparisons. Other functionalities are implemented by specific sub
models and functions called by the main program.
Generation of fuel impurity concentrations for HRSs is implemented in a sub model that is
called by the main program. The sub model returns CO distribution parameters for the selected
fuel productions methods to the main program. For now, the only available production method
is NG-SMR-PSA as introduced in chapter 2.3.2.
Simulation of fuel impurity impacts on FCEVs is also implemented in a sub model. Sub model
returns vehicle’s CO incident information -table, the number of station incidents, and the
amount of refilled fuel recorded in the simulation runs. The main program calls the impurity
impact sub model to return these values for every specified QC measure.
Most of the Matlab model functionalities are generated by functions, which are called by the
main program and sub models. Functions and functionalities of the Matlab model are
introduced below in chapters 3.2 to 3.5.
A summary of model variables and the used default values are provided in Appendix 1. Brief
instructions for using the HyCoRA Matlab model are provided in Appendix 2. The actual
HyCoRA Matlab code can be found in Appendix 3.

3.2

Case parameter specification

Selected by prompt
Select_vehicle_type
Vehicle type is selected by prompt. Function Select_vehicle_type requests user to specify the
vehicle type considered in the simulation. The options are regular FCEV, taxi FCEV and FC
bus (FCB). Function returns the selected vehicle type.
CostCalculation_parameters
Cost calculation parameters, station capacity, station utilization rate, limit between minor and
major CO incident, minor and major vehicle incident costs and station incident cost, are
selected by prompt. Function returns the default values if user inputs are not realistic. Station
capacity is required to be bigger than 0 kg/day, utilization rate between 0 and 1 (i.e. 0 to 100%),
the limit to be bigger than 0 ppm and vehicle and station incident costs bigger than 0€. Default
values for these are introduced in Appendix 1: HyCoRA Matlab model variables.
Request_drive_cycles
Drive cycles considered in simulation are selected by prompt. Options for different vehicle
types are



Regular and taxi FCEVs: FC-DLC, UDDS, US06, HWFET and NYCC
FC buses: Sort 1, Sort 2 and Sort 3

At least one drive cycle is required to be chosen.
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TankSize
Tank size is selected by prompt. Function requests user to define the assumed average tank
size in kilograms for the vehicle type considered. Tank size is required to be > 0 kg and
corresponding default value is used if the user input is invalid. Default value is 5.5 kg for regular
or taxi FCEV and 25.0 kg for FC bus.
Select_Pt_loading
Function requests user by prompt to input the anode catalyst Pt loading assumed for the
selected vehicle type. For example, typical Pt loading for new generation regular and taxi
FCEVs is 0.05 mgPtcm-2, and 0.3 mgPtcm-2 for fuel cell buses (see Ch. 2.3.3). Function returns
the Pt loading for the vehicle type selected for simulation. Default values are used if user inputs
are not realistic. Pt loading is required to be between 0 mgPtcm-2 and 0.4 mgPtcm-2. Default
value is set to 0.05 mgPtcm-2 for regular and taxi FCEVs. For fuel cell buses, Pt loading default
value is set to 0.3 mgPtcm-2.
Simulation_rounds
Number of simulation rounds is selected by prompt. Function requests user to input how many
times the fuel impurity impact sub model is run for each QC measure option.
Selected by m-file
Select_HRS_type
HRS type is selected in m-file Select_HRS_type. Select_HRS_type defines the fuel production
and delivery chain types to be considered in the assessment, and the proportion of fuel
delivery to HRSs expected to come from each type. The options available comprise trucked
SMR-PSA, on-site SMR-PSA, electrolizer, and by-product.
Because of lack of data on impurity concentrations in fuel coming from the different production
paths, the selection is fixed code version 1.0 to the NG-SMR-PSA-truck delivery path making
trucked SMR-PSA the only production option currently available.
QC_parameters
QC parameters are selected in m-file QC_parameters. QCmeasures considered are defined
in this function. Function returns a matrix containing the QC measures to be considered and
their parameters regarding, for example, instrument cost, operating costs and measurement
uncertainty.
Free number of QC measures can be defined for comparison. In addition, a base case with
fixed parameter values is provided as default for representing the case of having no extra QC
measures added in HRSs. The QC measures can be named freely.

3.3

Fuel impurity sub model

Station_impurities
Function Station_impurities returns fuel’s CO distribution (i.e. distribution type and the
parameter values) for the selected HRS type. In code version 1.0, the station type has been
fixed to NG-SMR-PSA-truck delivery path, and the probability distribution of fuel CO
concentration at HRSs to equal the distribution of fuel production.
Station_impurities’ local function Trucked_SMR_PSA_CO_dist uses a dedicated simulation
model to generate a probability distribution for CO concentration in fuel coming from NG-SMRPSA-truck delivery path (see Ch. 2.3.2). Function returns the parameters of a representative
lognormal distribution. Function requests user to define a value for uncertainty expected for
the target values of the main NG-SMR-PSA production process parameters. The same
uncertainty value is applied to all process parameters in the simulation model. Default value
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for process parameters uncertainties is 1%. Default value is used if user input is a negative
number.

3.4

Fuel impurity impact sub model

Fuel_impurity_impact_submodel
Function Fuel_impurity_impact_submodel calls functions introduced below and, for every QC
measure specified, simulates the fuel impurity impact as many times as specified in the main
program. Function returns the number of station incidents, the amount of hydrogen refuelled
to the simulated vehicles, and the CO concentrations in vehicle tank in case of CO incidents.
Vehicle_age
Vehicle age is assumed to be uniformly distributed between 0 and 5000 operating hours for
FCEVs (regular and taxi) and between 0 to 20 000 operating hours for FCBs. Function
Vehicle_age randomly picks one value from the uniformly distributed age distribution for every
simulation round (i.e. every simulated vehicle).
Calculate_start_area
Function calculates the electrochemically active anode Pt surface area (relative to a new
stack) at the beginning of a simulation. Start area is a function of vehicle age and exposure to
Cl- or sulphur poisoning experienced over time. In code version 1.0, only the active surface
area reduction, as a function of FC stack operating age, has been implemented. Maximum
value for start area is 1 and it is achieved when vehicle/stack age is 0.
Calculate_threshold
Function Calculate_threshold returns the threshold value for anode surface’s CO adsorption
level leading to critical stack voltage drop (50 mV per cell). It is a function of the start area and
the selected vehicle type (and the default Pt loading).
Tank_CO
Function returns the fuel CO concentration in vehicle tank after refuelling at a randomly
selected HRS at the beginning of the simulation. CO concentration is assumed to be
calculated from the last and the four preceding refuellings as introduced earlier (see Ch. 2.3.3).
The QC measure, limiting the occurrence of high CO concentrations in the refuellings, is taken
into account in the calculation.
Station_incident
A station incident is identified if the CO concentration, sampled from the HRS CO distribution
for a refill at a random HRS, is higher than the QC cut-off value for the HRS value sampled
from the CDF for the QC measure (see Ch. 2.3.3). If rejection of the sampled CO concentration
occurs in the last refill of the vehicle, a ‘station incident’ is recorded.
Total_refuel_amount
In every simulation round the amount of fuel dispensed in the last vehicle refuelling is
calculated and added to the total amount of fuel dispensed on the vehicles simulated regarding
the particular QC measure. The total amount is returned to the main program as input for the
cost calculations. The unit of total refuel amount is kg.
Operating_time
Function returns the daily operating time for the vehicle considered in one simulation round.
Operating time is randomly picked from operating time distribution, as described in chapter
2.3.3. The distribution depends on the selected vehicle type.
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Identical operating time distribution is initially assumed for taxi FCEVs and FC buses.
Choose_drive_cycle
Function returns a drive cycle, picked from the chosen cycle types. Every cycle type selected
for the case is as likely to be picked. Drive cycle is picked at the beginning of a simulation
round and after each stop, if there is operating time still left.
CO_adsorption_at_refill
Function defines the CO adsorption level at anode Pt surface at the refill, i.e. at the beginning
of the simulation. In code version 1.0, the CO adsorption level at the refill is fixed as default to
0%, implying the Pt surface being completely free of CO.
CO_adsorption
Function calculates the CO adsorption level at anode Pt surface after each cycle step as
described in chapter 2.3.3 and updates the cumulative operating time with the cycle step
duration. Function returns the updated operating time and the CO adsorption level at anode
Pt surface after completing the drive cycle.
The function checks after every drive cycle step if CO adsorption level on the anode surface
exceeds the threshold value determined for the vehicle simulated. If CO incident is detected,
i.e. CO adsorption level > threshold, the simulation is stopped and a check is initiated
regarding the operating time for the incident to occur (see function Check_limit). Otherwise,
the simulation continues with the next drive cycle step.
CO_ incident
In case of a valid vehicle incident, the associated CO concentration in vehicle tank, FC stack
age, Start area, Pt catalyst surface CO adsorption level at refill, and updated vehicle operating
time are saved in a Matlab table. The number of vehicle incidents occurred over the simulation
rounds can be determined as the number of rows in the table.
Stop_time
Function Stop_time samples stop time duration that is applied before initiating the next drive
cycle and calculates the percentage of the Pt surface expected to be cleaned from CO by
oxidation during the stoppage time, as described in chapter 2.3.3. Function returns the stop
duration and the area of CO oxidation from the Pt surface during the stoppage.
Same distribution for stoppage time between cycles is initially assumed to apply to Regular
and Taxi FCEVs and FC Buses.
Value_update
Function returns the updated vehicle’s operating time and CO adsorption level after a stop.
The updated vehicle operating time is used for checking that the cumulative driving and
stoppage time does not exceed the daily operating time identified for the vehicle in the
simulation, nor the daily limit of 24 hours.
The updated CO adsorption level after stop is used as input for the next drive cycle specifying
the Pt surface CO adsorption level at the start of the drive cycle.
Check_limit
This function is used after a completed drive cycle or a stoppage for checking if the daily
operating time identified for the vehicle is exceeded. If the daily operating time is already
exceeded the simulation is stopped and the process returns back to starting a new simulation
round. Otherwise, a new drive cycle is picked and initiated.
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In case of Regular FCEV, the daily operating time limit is given as the daily drive time and the
check is made with respect to the driving time cumulated over the performed drive cycles. In
addition, a check is made that the cumulative overall operating time, including both the driving
and stoppage times, does not exceed the daily maximum of 24 hours.
In case of taxi FCEV and FC bus, the check is made with respect to the cumulated overall
operating time including both the driving and stoppage times.
This function is also used after a detected CO incident to check if the incident occurred within
the daily operating time set for the simulated vehicle. If the daily operating time was exceeded,
the CO incident is disregarded. Otherwise, the incident is considered valid and is recorded.
Consequently, the current simulation round is stopped and the process is returned back to
start a new simulation round.
New_simulation
New simulation is executed if the number of executed simulation rounds is smaller than the
number of simulations user has prescribed to be run for each QC measure. Model returns to
main program when the required number of simulation rounds is executed.

3.5

Risk and cost calculation and comparisons

Risk calculation
Risk calculation comprises of calculating the likelihoods of minor and major vehicle incidents
and station incidents for every QC measure option considered in the simulation case. The
likelihoods are calculated as the ratio of the number of incidents recorded in the simulations
to the number of simulation rounds performed, and are saved into column vectors named
minorinc_like, majorinc_like and stationinc_like. Likelihoods, in case of different QC
measures, are saved into the column vectors in the same order as the QC measures are
originally defined.
Cell array named COIncidentInfo is also defined. This array contains the CO_incident table
for every QC measure option considered in the simulation case (see CO_incident, Ch.3.4).
These tables can be exported to MS Excel.
Cost calculation
Cost results are calculated for every QC measure considered in simulation. The cost of QC
measure, the cost of vehicle and station incidents given the QC measure, and the total cost
(sum of the previous costs) are saved into column vectors called QCCost, MinorIncidentCost,
MajorIncidentCost, StationIncidentCost and TotalCost to Matlab workspace. The first item of
the vectors is the cost considering the baseline case (i.e. no additional QC measure
implemented), followed by the QC measures considered, in the same order as they are
defined in QC_parameters (see Ch. 3.2). For example in the default case, the order is baseline
case, QC1, QC2, QC3 and QC4. These vectors can be exported to MS Excel.
Comparisons
Cost_table
This function creates a Matlab table containing the QC costs, the major and minor vehicle and
the station incident costs, and the total costs for the different QC measure options. The table
is displayed in the Matlab command window. The table can be exported to MS Excel.
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Cost_figures
This function plots two Matlab figures. In the first figure, the total costs for the different QC
measure options are plotted as function of the HRS’s daily fuel sale volume.
In the second figure, the total costs are introduced in a bar graph, where bars present the
costs for the different QC measure options when the HRS daily fuel sale volume is fixed to a
specified value determined based on the user inputs for station capacity and utilization rate.
Risk_figures
This function plots the vehicle incidents’ likelihood figures and the station incidents’ likelihood
figures for the different QC measure options. In the vehicle incidents’ likelihood figure,
likelihood bars for both the minor and the major incidents are presented.
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4. Optimisation of fuel quality control using the HyCoRA Matlab
model
4.1

Assessment approach

Some tentative example calculations have been performed to demonstrate and validate the
model and the code. In these initial calculations, four QC measures with different detection
capability and the base case of ‘No QC’ have been assessed in the context of the different FC
vessel types. Fuel CO concentration has been assumed to follow the distribution determined
for NG-SMR-PSA product gas with 3.0% standard deviation assumed for the error in the
control of the main parameters in the SMR-PSA process. The resulting lognormal distribution
for product gas CO concentration is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1. CO concentration of NG-SMR-PSA product gas based on the simulation model.
Identical error distribution N(0;3%) assumed for all process parameters.
Using the lognormal distribution, Figure 4.1, in the simulations, the likelihood of exceeding CO
concentration of 0.2ppm in the fuel dispensed from a HRS is 12.9%, while the likelihood of
exceeding 2ppm is 0.077%. The likelihoods of exceeding CO concentrations of 0.5ppm, and
1.0ppm are 3.4% and 0.96% respectively.

4.2

Quality control options

Tentative QC performance and cost parameter values, based on literature data [27], have
been applied as shown in Table 4.1. All QC measures have been assumed ideal, i.e. having
no inaccuracy/error in the measurement and control.
In case of regular and taxi FCEVs, the cost penalty from ‘vehicle incidents’ has been assumed
to be 250 €/incident for minor and 1500 €/incident for major incidents. For FC bus, the cost
penalty from ‘vehicle incidents’ has been assumed to be 1000 €/incident for minor and 3000
€/incident for major incidents.
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The separator between a minor and a major vehicle incident has been set to CO concentration
of 0.7ppm in the fuel tank of the vehicle experiencing a ‘CO incident’.
The cost penalty emerging from ‘station incidents’, i.e. the QC measure rejecting dispensing
of the fuel due to detected high impurity level and forcing to HR station clean-up, has not been
taken into account in the calculations.
Table 4.1. Tentative performance and cost parameter values for QC measures used in the
calculations.
QC name

No QC

QC 1

QC 2

QC 3

QC 4

CO cutoff
target (ppm)

-

0.2

0.5

1.0

2.0

Measurement
error (ppm)

-

0

0

0

0

Probability of
detection at
target

-

1

1

1

1

Instrument
cost (€)

-

100 000

75 000

50 000

25 000

Instrument
life (years)

-

5

5

5

5

Maintenance
(€/year)

-

3000

3000

3000

3000

4.3
4.3.1

Simulation results
Regular FCEV

The results on the regular FCEV case are based on using only the FC-DLC cycle in the
simulations. For the QC measure options 1 to 4, and for the baseline case, one million
simulation runs were performed on each.
In the case of regular FCEV, the total cost figures calculated for the different QC measures
are shown in Figure 4.2. The blue line presents the baseline case (i.e. no QC measure in use),
and the four other curves present the total cost in case of the different QC measure options
considered in the simulations. These results indicate that when the HRS’s daily fuel sale
volume is below 140 kg, none of the QC measures offers reduction in the cost compared to
the baseline case. When the daily fuel sale volume increases over 275kg, even the QC
measure option 1, representing the highest total cost, would provide reduction of the total cost
compared to the baseline case.
QC 4 was found to give the lowest total cost when the HRS’s daily fuel sale volume stays
below 200 kg. With larger sale volumes, however, QC 3 appears to become the one giving
the lowest total cost.
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Figure 4.2. Total cost of the different QCs in case of regular FCEVs in FC-DLC type driving
shown as a function of the HRS’s daily fuel sale volume.
The total cost results, shown in Figure 4.3 and corresponding to HRSs with 100 kg daily fuel
sales, suggest that at this level of sale volumes, none of the QC measure options can offer
cost reduction compared to the baseline case where the total cost is 0.23€/kg, incurred solely
by the vehicle incidents expected to occur due to CO in the fuel.

Figure 4.3. Total cost of the different QC measures in case of regular FCEVs in FC-DLC
type driving when the HRS’s daily fuel sale volume is fixed to 100 kg.
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In Figure 4.4 it is shown the comparison of the minor and major vehicle incident likelihoods
between the baseline case and the different QC measure options. In the baseline case, the
likelihoods (per vehicle refuelling and subsequent 24 hours ofuse) of experiencing a major or
a minor incident are 0.042% and 0.0021%, respectively.
In the case of the QC 4, the major incident likelihood is cut to 0.0123% while the minor incident
likelihood has increased to 0.0028%, compared to the baseline case. In the case of the QC 3,
major incident likelihood is 0.0005% and minor incident likelihood 0.0009%, corresponding to
only five and nine major and minor incidents recorded in the one million simulation runs
performed.
In the case of the QC 2, only two minor vehicle incidents were recorded in the simulations,
corresponding to 0.0002% incident likelihood. In the case of the QC 1, no vehicle incidents
were observed in the one million simulations performed, indicating a < 0.0001% likelihood of
vehicle incidents in this case.

Figure 4.4. Likelihoods of experiencing minor or major incidents in regular FCEVs in FC-DLC
type driving in case of the different QC measure options.
4.3.2

Taxi FCEV

The results on the taxi FCEV case are based on using the FC-DLC cycle in the simulations.
For the QC measure options 1 to 4, and for the baseline case, one million simulation runs
were performed on each.
In the case of taxi FCEV, the total cost figures calculated for the different QC measures are
shown in Figure 4.5. The blue line presents the baseline case (i.e. no QC measure in use),
and the four other curves present the total cost in case of the different QC measure options
considered in the simulations. These results indicate that when the HRS’s daily fuel sale
volume is below 27 kg, none of the QC measures offers reduction in the cost in comparison
to the baseline case. However, when the daily fuel sale volume increases over 44 kg, even
the QC 1, representing the highest total cost in the low sale volumes, would provide reduction
of the total cost compared to the baseline case. Here QC 4 with 2 ppm CO cut-off target will
never be the most cost effective option.
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The difference compared to the results in the regular FCEV case introduced in Figure 4.2 is
significantly large, although the only difference between the cases is in the daily operating
time distributions applied in the simulations, as described in Chapter 2.3.3.

Figure 4.5. Total cost of the different QCs in case of taxi FCEVs in FC-DLC type driving
shown as a function of the HRS’s daily fuel sale volume.
The cost calculation results, shown in Figure 4.6 and corresponding to HRSs with 100 kg daily
fuel sales, suggest that, in the case of taxi FCEVs, the QC 3 with the CO cut-off target at 1.0
ppm would give the largest reduction in the total cost in comparison with the baseline case.
QC 4 with the cut-off target at 2 ppm CO would be clearly the highest in cost of the four QC
measure options compared. Unlike in the regular FCEV case, every QC measure option would
be expected to provide a significant cost reduction compared to the baseline case, for which
the total cost is 1.44€/kg, incurred solely by the vehicle incidents expected to occur due to CO
in the fuel.

Figure 4.6. Total cost of the different QC measures in case of taxi FCEVs in FC-DLC type
driving when the HRS’s daily fuel sale volume is fixed to 100 kg.
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Figure 4.7 shows the comparison of the minor and major vehicle incident likelihoods between
the baseline case and the different QC measure options. In the taxi FCEV case, the number
of vehicle incidents recorded in the simulations turned out to be higher regarding all the QC
measure options, except option 1, than in the regular FCEV simulations, shown in Figure 4.4.
In the baseline case, the likelihoods (per vehicle refuelling and subsequent 24 hours of use)
of experiencing a major or a minor incident are 0.25% and 0.096%, respectively.
In the case of the QC 4, the major incident likelihood is cut to 0.12%, while the minor incident
likelihood is decreased to 0.091%, compared to the baseline case. In the case of the QC 3,
the major incident likelihood is decreased further to 0.009% and the minor incident likelihood
to 0.068%.
The QC 2 decreases the likelihood of major incidents to 0, as the 0.5 ppm CO cut-off target
specified for the option is lower than the 0.7 ppm limit set for major vehicle incidents. The
minor incident likelihood is cut to 0.0117%. In the case of the QC 1, no vehicle incidents were
observed in the one million simulations performed, indicating a < 0.0001% likelihood of vehicle
incidents.

Figure 4.7. Likelihoods of experiencing minor or major incidents in taxi FCEVs in FC-DLC
type driving in case of the different QC measure options.
4.3.3

FC Bus

The results on the fuel cell bus case are based on using the sort 1, 2 and 3 cycles, all cycles
being equally likely to be chosen in the simulations. For the QC measure options 1 to 4, and
for the baseline case, one million simulation runs were performed on each.
In the case of FC bus, the total cost figures calculated for the different QC measure options
are shown in Figure 4.8, where the blue line presents the baseline case (i.e. no QC measure
in use) and the four other curves present the total costs in case of the different QC measure
options considered in the simulations.
The results in Figure 4.8 indicate that, regarding the case of FC buses, none of the QC
measure options considered can offer cost reduction compared to the baseline case, except
in very high daily fuel sale volumes. In the baseline case, where the total cost consists only of
the costs of vehicle incidents expected to materialize due to CO in the fuel, the total cost turned
out to be 0.0024€/kg. This cost estimate is nearly 100 times lower compared to the regular
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FCEV case shown in Figure 4.2. The large difference can be explained mainly by the much
higher initial Pt catalyst loading and CO tolerance assumed for the FC buses and affecting the
likelihood of vehicle incidents and the associated cost. The five-times larger fuel tank size
assumed on FC buses compared to FCEVs also means around five times larger total
dispensed fuel volume in the bus simulations and corresponding reduction in the vehicle
incident cost calculated per kg fuel dispensed.

Figure 4.8. Total cost of the different QCs in case of FC buses operated in sort 1-3 type drive
cycles shown as a function of the HRS’s daily fuel sale volume.
Regarding the FC bus baseline case, 10 major vehicle incidents were observed in the 1 million
simulation runs, meaning 0.001% likelihood for major incidents. No minor incidents were
recorded in the simulations.
No vehicle incidents were recorded in the simulations having one of the four QC measure
options in use. This suggests that, in the case of FC bus, the CO cut-off target 2.0 ppm
implemented in QC 4 is sufficient to control the risk of vehicle incidents, and no stricter and
more costly measures are justifiable. This obviously presumes that the assumptions applied
in the simulations performed are valid.

4.4

Sensitivity analysis

In the following chapters, sensitivity of the HyCoRA model results for changes in selected
model parameter values are explored. The parameters considered have been selected based
on their suspected strong impact on the calculation results.
Sensitivity of the results for the daily operation time distribution is shown by comparing the
results derived for regular and taxi FCEVs in chapters 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
In addition, the sensitivity studies performed earlier with the prototype version of the model,
and reported in HyCoRA project deliverable D4.2 [2], indicated the likelihood of vehicle
incidents being sensitive to the electro-chemically active Pt surface area at start (i.e. the initial
Pt loading and the rate of degradation over time) and the estimates applied in the simulations
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for CO tolerance of the Pt surface and the CO oxidation rate at stop. The impact of CO
oxidation rate at stop is obviously affected by the stoppage time distribution adopted.
4.4.1

QC measure costs

The tentative cost parameter values of the QC measure options, shown in Table 4.1 and used
in the simulations discussed in Chapter 4.3, are likely to overestimate the actual costs of QC
measures that are currently available in the market.
In order to investigate sensitivity of the HyCoRA model to the QC cost parameter values, the
instrument costs and the maintenance costs of the QC measure options were halved from the
initial values shown in Table 4.1. The corresponding simulation results are presented for the
regular and taxi FCEV and the FC bus cases.
In the case of regular FCEV, the total cost figures calculated for the different QC measures
with the initial and the lowered cost values are shown in Figure 4.9. The results indicate that
the lowered cost values shift the total cost curves of the QC options towards the origin so that
the OQ options become economically justified at lower HRS’s daily sales volumes. Reducing
the QC instrument and maintenance cost values into one half can be seen to cut to half the
HRS daily fuel sale volume at which a QC option starts offering reduction in the total cost. With
the halved QC cost values, QC option 3 appears to be the QC measure giving the lowest total
cost whenever the HRS daily fuel sale volume exceeds 100 kg.

a) Default QC costs

b) Lowered QC costs

Figure 4.9. Total cost of the different QCs in case of regular FCEVs in FC-DLC type driving
shown as a function of the HRS’s daily fuel sale volume. Calculations based on a) tentative
initial cost estimates and b) halved instrument and maintenance costs for the different QC
options.
In the case of taxi FCEV, the total cost figures calculated for the different QC measures with
the initial and the lowered cost values are shown in Figure 4.10. These results indicate effects
identical to those discussed above in case of the regular FCEVs. With the halved QC cost
values, QC 3 appears to be the QC measure giving the lowest total cost at HRS’s daily fuel
sale volume ranging from 13 to 70 kg. However, QC 2 will outdo the other QC options when
the HRS’s daily sale volume exceeds 70 kg, indicating ability to cut the total cost by 75 to 90%
compared to the baseline case. Here QC 4, with 2 ppm CO cut-off target, will never be the
most cost effective option.
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a) Default QC costs

b) Lowered QC costs

Figure 4.10. Total cost of the different QCs in case of taxi FCEVs in FC-DLC type driving
shown as a function of the HRS’s daily fuel sale volume.
For the FC bus case, the total cost figures calculated for the different QC measures with the
initial and the lowered cost values are shown in Figure 4.11. Similar to the regular and taxi
FCEV cases, the total cost figures for the different QC options are reduced to a half of the
values of the initial case. However, baseline case of ‘No QC measure’ would remain to give
still the lowest total cost. Even the cheapest QC measure option remains economically
unsupported up to HRS daily sales volume of about 4200 kg.

a) Default QC costs

b) Lowered QC costs

Figure 4.11. Total cost of the different QCs in case of FC buses operated in sort 1-3 type
drive cycles shown as a function of the HRS’s daily fuel sale volume.
4.4.2

Impact of the drive cycle

Considerable uncertainty in the simulation model is related to the driving cycle used in the
simulations. For exploring the sensitivity of the HyCoRA model outputs to the drive cycle, the
US06 drive cycle was applied instead of the default drive cycle FC-DLC for the case of regular
FCEV (see Chapter 4.3.1). The US06 drive cycle introduced earlier in Chapter 2.3.1
represents high acceleration aggressive driving style
For exploring the sensitivity of the HyCoRA model outputs to the drive cycle, the US06 drive
cycle was applied instead of the default drive cycle FC-DLC for the case of regular FCEV. The
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US06 represents high acceleration aggressive driving style. The average load in US06 is
48.74%, while the average load in FC-DLC is 28.14%.
The length of the FC-DLC cycle is 1200 s, while the length of US06 is 600 s. The length of
driving needs to be normalized to 1200 s so that the simulation results would be comparable
between the two cases. The normalization is handled by running two US06 cycles instead of
a single cycle between stops.
The likelihoods of experiencing vehicle incidents in the simulations when using the US06
cycle, compared to the FC-DLC case, are shown in Figure 4.12. According to the figure, the
more aggressive driving cycle could be expected to increase tenfold the likelihood of vehicle
incidents, compared with the baseline case. In the baseline case for US06, 0.26% likelihood
was observed for both minor and major vehicle incidents. While use of QC 3 with 1ppm CO
cut-off target turned out to be sufficient to reduce substantially the risk of major vehicle
incidents, QC option 2 with 0.5 ppm CO cut-off target was found necessary to similarly cut
down also the risk of minor incidents.

a) FC-DLC

b) 2×US06

Figure 4.12. Likelihoods of experiencing minor or major vehicle incidents in regular FCEVs in
two types of driving in case of the different QC measure options.
The total cost figures calculated for the different QC measure options regarding regular FCEVs
and the two drive cycles are shown in Figure 4.13. The results of the US06 drive cycle case
suggest considerably higher total cost values compared to the FC-DLC case, especially
regarding the low HRS daily sales volumes. In case of the US06 drive cycle, the QC options
considered could be expected to offer reduction in the total cost compared to the baseline
case of ‘No QC’ when the HRS’s daily fuel sale volume exceeds 25 kg. This threshold value
is substantially lower than the volume of 140 kg, required for cost savings by a QC measure
found in case of the FC-DLC. In the US06 case, QC 3 is found as the most cost efficient option
for low HRS’s daily sales volumes. QC 2 outperforms it when daily sales volumes are over 60
kg. Here QC 4 with 2 ppm CO cut-off target would never be the most cost effective option.
The effect of the more aggressive drive cycle of US06 on the total cost appears to compare
closely with the effect of the operating time distribution applied in the case of taxi FCEVs in
Chapter 4.3.2.
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a) FC-DLC

b) 2×US06

Figure 4.13. Total cost of the different QCs in case of regular FCEVs in two types of driving
shown as a function of the HRS daily fuel sale volume.
4.4.3

FC Bus operating profile

In the initial FC bus simulations, the stopping time between drive cycles has been assumed
the same as in the FCEV simulations. For testing how a smaller number stops with shorter
and less varied duration affects the vehicle incident likelihood, FC bus simulations are
executed so that 10 drive cycles are successively carried out, after which a 10 min stoppage
is applied. This operating loop is repeated until the daily operating time identified for the vehicle
is reached. The other parameters are assumed the same as in the simulation case described
in Chapter 4.3.3.
The total cost figures calculated for the different QC measure options regarding FC buses with
the two different operating profiles are shown in Figure 4.14. In the baseline case with ‘No
QC’, the more demanding operating profile with extended driving duration and fixed stoppage
time is found to increase the major incident likelihood to 0.032% while no minor vehicle
incidents were recorded. This implies a substantial increase of the total cost from the initially
calculated 0.0024 €/kg to 0.078 €/kg. The QC 4 is seen to start offering cost reduction
compared to the baseline case when the HRS’s daily fuel sale volume increases over 328 kg.
QC options 2 and 1 are found irrelevant, as they cannot reduce the expected number of vehicle
incidents from that achieved already by QC 3.
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a) Default operating profile

b) Modified operating profile

Figure 4.14. Total cost of the different QCs in case of FC buses with two types of operating
profiles based on sort 1-3 type drive cycles shown as a function of the HRS’s daily fuel sale
volume.
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5. Discussion and recommendations
5.1

Achievement of the HyCoRA WP4 objectives

The effort of HyCoRA project and international co-operation during the course of the project
has helped to achieve the objectives of HyCoRA project in WP4.
Based on the risk analysis and the international efforts, it is clear that CO is the most important
fuel contaminant, which should be controlled. This contributes to the objective of identifying
the most relevant impurities to control and to collect information.
Concerning the right focus and justification for development of new analytic methods and
instruments for impurity measurement/detection at HRSs, it is clear that an inexpensive
quantitative CO detector at HRS is the most important instrument to be developed.
Concerning identification of QA measures and procedures for HRSs that take into account the
fuel production technology and are in balance with the economic risk and the expected risk
reduction, the work has been limited to SMR-PSA as production-purification pathway with NG
as raw material. For this production-purification pathway, frequent sampling or on-line
monitoring of CO is found as the most important QA measure.
When cost-benefit analyses of alternative QA architectures/concepts for identifying optimal
solutions for cost reduction have been performed for SMR-PSA as the production-purification
pathway, it has been found out that the HRS’s daily hydrogen sales volume has an effect on
which CO monitoring options are cost effective.
The influence of fuel cell improvements and maturity level of the FCEV technology on the
optimal QA solutions has been assessed by varying the average power (FC-DLC and US06
drive cycles) as well as platinum loading of the MEA.
When a strategy for cost reduction for hydrogen fuel QA is considered, it has been concluded
that this is dependent of the production-purification pathway. QA for CO and other possible
contaminants from production and purification shall be applied based on when the source of
hydrogen may contain these impurities.
The developed HyCoRA risk simulation model provides a structured probabilistic framework
that allows:


quantifying the risk of experiencing failures in the FCEV population induced by CO in
the hydrogen fuel;



finding the most cost-effective QC measure options for controlling the CO level in the
hydrogen fuel at HRSs;



optimising the target CO concentration and the hydrogen production process
parameter settings for production cost reduction;



illustrating the effects of foreseen developments in FCEVs on failure risk and the
needed fuel QC;



extending of the model to relevant other contaminants and production-purification
pathways, as sufficient data becomes available.

Exploiting of the initial HyCoRA model is supported by making it openly available for added
features and further development after completion of the HyCoRA project.
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5.2

Model limitations and uncertainties

In the current model implementation version 1.0, CO is the only impurity species and NGSMR-PSA is the only fuel production method covered. The product gas CO distribution is
determined by simulation, as there is no field data available on the actual variation of CO
concentration in the produced fuel. The same distribution is assumed to apply to CO
concentration of the fuel at the HRS population.
The Matlab model implementation enables to add sub models covering other relevant
production methods and gaseous fuel impurities, such as CO2, S and Cl, to the future
upgraded model versions.
Model outputs regarding FC stack CO poisoning are found being sensitive for changes in drive
cycles, stoppage time distribution, and operating time distribution adopted for the simulations.
Lack of vehicle type specific data on how FC vehicles are actually operated can be seen to
limit the usefulness/reliability of the simulation results initially produced.
The drive cycle options used currently for the simulations may be questioned for their accuracy
in representing real FCEV operation.
The 100% (full load) TP is defined by the electrical load (current density) at 0.65 V. This is a
main pitfall of the simulation. According to the German Association of the Automotive Industry
(VDA), the average power in the NEDC is only 4 kW, while the maximum power is 34 kW [33].
In the simulations in this report, however, it is assumed that the highest load step in FC-DLC
is at full power corresponding to 1 Acm-2 current density. When the power level needed in
NEDC is compared to the stack power of current FCEVs, it can be seen that there is significant
power surplus of actual FC stack power in all current FCEVs. This means that in the
simulations of this report, the fuel cell system is more like a hypothetic system for a range
extender vehicle than for an FCEV (e.g. Toyota Mirai). On the other hand, in the DOE fleet,
the fuel cell average gross power has been about 30% of the maximum fuel cell system
power2, which is in accordance with the average current (28.7%) assumed when FC-DLC has
been prepared using NEDC. Therefore, as a first assumption, using FC-DLC should be
acceptable.
The cost parameter values used in the example calculations with the model version 1.0,
including the capital and operating cost of QC measures and the monetary losses expected
from vehicle incidents and HRS incidents, are tentative due to lack of relevant data. The cost
parameter values should be updated to the model when data that is more realistic is available.
In addition, the QC measures have been assumed ideal, having no uncertainty regarding the
measurement and control of the specified fuel CO concentration target level.
The vehicle refuelling profile currently used in the model represents the situation of having an
undeveloped HRS network with only few HRSs forcing the FCEV users to early refilling. In
addition, the refuelling profile based on regular FCEV data used currently for all FC vehicle
types can be found questionable for taxi FCEVs and FC buses.
In the current model implementation, there is no limit set for the amount of fuel used during
the vehicle daily operation. Vehicle fuel tank is assumed to be full at the start of the simulation
run and no refuelling is accounted during the simulated vehicle daily operation. This may lead
to underestimation of the amount of fuel that is dispensed in the simulation runs, and result
into too high estimates on the impact of incidents encountered on the fuel unit cost. This
applies, in particular, to the initial results shown regarding taxi FCEV and FC bus.
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CO oxidation rates at run and at stop are assumed not being affected by the age of the FC
system. In practice, however, the increased permeability of an aged membrane should make
the effect of internal air bleed stronger and intensify CO oxidation. The CO oxidation rates
adopted are based on very little quantitative literature data available.

5.3

Recommendations for model development

While the model version 1.0 can give illustrative results, there are still number of improvements
needed for the model. The existing version of the model can be improved significantly by
having better data. The model can be extended by implementing data for the non-active parts
of the model. There are large uncertainties in the data. In the following, the needs for the
improvement are briefly listed.
Real life data for fuel CO distribution from the SMR-PSA path would be needed. Currently, the
applied CO distribution is based on simulation. Hydrogen sampling data from the HRS is not
useful, as the current hydrogen used has higher grade than what is needed to fulfil ISO 146872:2012.
More accurate and reliable data concerning vehicle operating profiles and drive cycles would
be needed. A more accurate drive cycle for the risk assessment should be generated from the
actual vehicle data collected e.g. by NREL or other institute. Alternatively, a large number of
real or synthetic user days could be run through the model. The data for forming these user
days should be collected from FCH JU or other large FCEV demonstration projects so that the
user data is representative for the future users of FCEVs. Alternatively, internal combustion
vehicle (ICE) use data could be used, as it could be assumed that FCEV user profiles are not
far from the ICE user profiles. Real FCEV data could be collected from number of FCH JU
supported projects.
In the future, thinner membranes, and better catalysts and gas diffusion layers may allow
significantly higher maximum current densities. Already now (2017), the maximum current
density publicly reported is 1.9 Acm-2 (for short times) for AutoStack CORE Evolution 23.
Therefore, lower anode Pt loadings and higher internal air bleed effects should be considered.
Realistic cost values for minor and major vehicle incidents should be specified. Now 250
€/incident for minor and 1500 €/incident for major FCEV incidents have been used. In addition
to vehicle incidents, the cost of shutting down the HRS due to detected contamination should
be estimated and added to the model.
Realistic cost and performance data on current QC options, especially for on-line CO
monitoring should be used. The current cost estimates used in the example calculations are
based on relatively old literature values. The development of optical instrumentation could
enable much more cost efficient CO monitoring at the HRS.
When the model for the SMR-PSA path is extended, or other production-purification paths are
considered, following data would be needed.
No quantitative data is available for estimating the effect of CO2 in combination with CO. As
soon as this data is available, it can be implemented in the model. On the other hand, when
the SMR-PSA path is considered, CO2 coming with the fuel will be negligible, since it is much
more easily purified compared to CO [45].
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When fuel cell experimental data is available for sulphur desorption, it can be added in the
model. However, the probability and severity of “sulphur incident” should also be estimated.
The model can be further extended to other supply chain based contaminants by assuming
their effect to be either reversible or irreversible. For the reversible effect, the adsorption of
the contaminant is added to the effect of CO. However, the combined effect of CO and other
contaminant should be measured. For example, toluene has a strong combined effect with
CO, while alone it has an almost negligible effect [46], [47].
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Appendix 1: HyCoRA Matlab model variables
User input

Description

Default

Station capacity per day

1500kg/d

station_uti

Station utility rate

0.5

mi_or_ma_lim

Limit between minor and major
vehicle incident

0.7ppm

minor_inc_cost

Minor vehicle incident cost

250€ FCEV
1000€ FCB

major_inc_cost

Major vehicle incident cost

1500€ FCEV
3000€ FCB

stainc_cost

Station incident cost

0€/incident

simulations

Number of simulations / QC

1000

vehicle

Type of vehicle

Regular FCEV

SMR_PSA_control_error

Error of parameters in fuel
production

N(0;3%)

Pt loading

Pt loading value

0.05 mgpt cm-2 FCEV
0.3 mgpt cm-2 FCB

Drive cycle types

Drive cycle types for simulation

At least one cycle
type is required to be
chosen

tank_size

Vehicle tank size/volume

5.5kg FCEVs
25.0kg FC Bus

QC_mat

QC measuring options, defined in
function QC_parameters

see Table 4.1

QC_name

QC measure names, defined in
function QC_parameters

see Table 4.1

HRS_type

Station type used in simulations is
selected in function
Select_HRS_type. The only
station type available for now is
the SMR PSA station.

SMR PSA

Asked
by
station_cap
prompt

M-file
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Arrays
o First row  no QC information
o Second row  QC 1 information
o Third row  QC 2 information
o Etc.…
Model outputs can be found in Matlab workspace after simulation

Model output

Description

Unit

QCCost

Measurement costs for every QC
considered in simulations (array)

€/kg

MinorIncidentCost

Cost of minor CO incidents (array)

€/kg

MajorIncidentCost

Cost of major CO incidents (array)

€/kg

StationIncidentCost

Cost of station incidents (array)

€/kg

TotalCost

QCCost+ MinorIncidentCost+
MajorIncidentCost (array)

€/kg

Cost_table

Table containing QCCost,
MinorIncidentCost, MajorIncidentCost
and TotalCost

€/kg

incident_COs

CO concentrations in tank when
incident occurred (matrix)

ppm

refuel_kg

Total refuelling amounts (array)

kg

station_incidents

Number of station incidents (array)

-

stationinc_like

Likelihood of station incidents (array)

majorinc_total

Number of major incidents occurred in
simulations (array)

-

minorinc_total

Number of minor incidents occurred in
simulations (array)

-

majorinc_like

Likelihood of major incidents (array)

-

minorinc_like

Likelihood of minor incidents (array)

-

inc_like

majorinc_like + minorinc_like (array)

-

IncidentInfo

More detailed info about vehicle
incidents, including fuel cell stack age,
active start area, time of incident

-
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Model core
parameter

Explanation

Value

Source

Location (function)

operating_time

Vehicle daily
operating time (min)

Reg FCEV:
Exp(70)
Taxi and FC
Bus: N(720,180)

[31],[32]
Ch.2.3.3

Operating_time

vehicle_age

Vehicle FC stack age
(hr)

Reg and Taxi
FCEV:
U(0,5000)
FC Bus:
U(0,20000)

Ch.2.3.3

Vehicle_age

Pt_factor

Parameter for
calculating CO
threshold

Reg and Taxi
FCEV: 40%
FC Bus: 60%

Ch.2.3.3

Calculate_threshold

PT_particle_growth

Pt particle growth
rate

Reg and Taxi
FCEV: 0.01%/h
FC Bus:
0.0035%/h

2.3.3

Calculate_start_area

fuel_amount

Fuel amount in tank
before refuelling (%)

N(49.59,20.42)

[31]
Ch.2.3.3

Fuel_amount

Pt_loading_ref

Reference Pt loading

0.05 mgpt cm-2

[42]
Ch.2.3.3

CO_adsorption

adsorption_speed
ref

CO adsorption speed
reference value

0.5 %/min

CO_ref

CO reference
concentration

1ppm

[42]
Ch.2.3.3

CO_adsorption

oxidation_run

CO oxidation factor
for calculating
oxidation speed in
driving
(as function of % of
CO on the surface)

0.005 1/min

[42]
Ch.2.3.3

CO_adsorption

initial_area_ref

Reference anode
active area

1

[42]
Ch.2.3.3

CO_adsorption

stop_oxidation

CO oxidation speed
during stoppage

0.1%/min first
60min
0.2%/min after
60min

Ch.2.3.3

Stop_time

stop_probability

Probability of stop
after drive cycle

1

Ch.2.3.3

Fuel_impurity_impact
_submodel

COads0

CO adsorption level
@ refill

0%

2.3.3

Fuel_impurity_impact
_submodel

stop_time

Stoppage time

see Figure 2.16

[41]
Ch.2.3.3

Stop_time

refill_count

Count of refills

5

2.3.3

tank_CO
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Appendix 2: Instructions for using the HyCoRA Matlab model











Model generated by Matlab R2015a
Requested toolboxes:
o Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox
Make sure that current folder in Matlab is the folder containing all model functions
Open script QC_cost_simulation
Press F5 on keyboard or click EDITOR-label and press RUN-button to start simulation
If you want to use default values in user inputs, press only enter when user input is
requested
For more information about the model functions, type help function_name in Matlab
command window
Editing QC parameters:
o Open script QC_parameters
o Edit
Simulation of fuel impurity impacts
o Function Fuel_impurity_impact_submodel
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Appendix 3A: Matlab code, main program including the risk and
cost calculations
% HyCoRA fuel quality risk & cost simulation model
% Model version 1.0
% Latest update: 28.4.2017
% Simulation model for assessing the effect of fuel QC measures on the
% risk of degraded FC stack performance and fuel costs
% Press F5 OR RUN button (top bar, if you don't see
% run button, click EDITOR first) to run the model.
% Input the paramters requested by the model.
% If you want to export information to excel, see
% export2excel.m after simulation is completed.
% If you want to plot histograms from CO vehicle incidents, see
% IncidentHistograms.m after imulation is completed.
%% Parameters for fuel impurity impact model
%Number of impact model simulations for every QC
% help Simulation_rounds
simulations = Simulation_rounds();
%Select vehicle group, that particular vehicle's drive cycles and
%every cycle's probability.
% help Select_vehicle_type
[vehicle, drive_cycle_data, tank_size] = Select_vehicle_type();
% User input
% help Select_Pt_loading
Pt_loading = Select_Pt_loading(vehicle);
% Station capacity, utilization rate and limit between minor and major
% incident requested from user
[station_cap, station_uti, mi_or_ma_lim, minor_inc_cost, major_inc_cost,
...
stainc_cost] = CostCalculation_parameters(vehicle);
% HRS types available (only trucked SMR-PSA in this version)
HRS_type = Select_HRS_type;
% Function generates the used CO distribution.
% help Station_impurities
trucked_SMR_PSA = Station_impurities(HRS_type);
%% Quality control parameters
% help QC_parameters
[QC_mat, QC_name] = QC_parameters(station_cap, station_uti);
% Creating empty cell array. One cell for every QC measure option
% (including baseline case)
IncidentInfo = cell(length(QC_name),1);
% QC cost for every QC
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QCCost = QC_mat(:,1);
%QC target CO limit for every QC
QC_limits = QC_mat(:,2);
%QC measure uncertainty for every QC
QC_uncertainties = QC_mat(:,3);
%QC measure target CO limit probability for every QC
QC_target_probs = QC_mat(:,4);

%%
% Impact model simulation
% Gerating matrix for incident COs for every QC measure
incidents = zeros(length(QC_limits),simulations);
% Generating vector for refuel amounts for every QC measure (kg)
refuel_kg = zeros(length(QC_limits),1);
% Generating vector for how many times station's fuel CO concnetration has
crossed the QC CO
% limit
station_incidents = zeros(length(QC_limits),1);
% how many times station's fuel has been thrown away even if the limit
% wasn't really reached (measure error)
false_cuts = zeros(length(QC_limits),1);
% How many Qc measures (including baseline case)
QCmeas_total = length(QC_name);
%Simulate impact model for every QC and save incident COs, refuel amounts
%station incidents and false cuts
disp(' ')
for index = 1:length(QC_limits)
disp(['Simulating QC measure ', num2str(index), '/',
num2str(QCmeas_total)])
[incidents(index,:), refuel_kg(index), station_incidents(index), ...
false_cuts(index), incident_info] =
Fuel_impurity_impact_submodel(simulations, ...
vehicle, drive_cycle_data, trucked_SMR_PSA, Pt_loading, ...
QC_limits(index), QC_uncertainties(index),
QC_target_probs(index),...
tank_size);
IncidentInfo{index} = incident_info;
end

%% Data analyzing
%check how many incidents for each QC measure
inc = incidents > 0;
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sum_inc = sum(inc,2);
columns = max(sum_inc);
% regenerate the matrix including incident CO's so that there is as many
% columns as there is max incidents
incident_COs = incidents(:,1:columns);
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% Minor and major cost parameters
% bus case higher costs
if vehicle == 3
minor_inc_cost = 1000;
major_inc_cost = 3000;
else
minor_inc_cost = 250;
major_inc_cost = 1500;
end

%generating matrix for incident costs
incident_cost = zeros(length(QC_limits),columns);
%Minor incident (0 < CO < minor/major incident limit)
minor_inc = incident_COs > 0 & incident_COs <= mi_or_ma_lim;
incident_cost(minor_inc) = minor_inc_cost;
MinorIncidentCost = sum(incident_cost,2) ./ refuel_kg;

%Major incident --> big cost (CO > minor/major incident limit)
major_inc = incident_COs > mi_or_ma_lim;
incident_cost(major_inc) = major_inc_cost;
MajorIncidentCost = sum(incident_cost,2)./ refuel_kg - MinorIncidentCost;
% Station incident costs
% stainc_cost = 0; %€/kg
StationIncidentCost = station_incidents * stainc_cost;
%% Risk calculation
% Incident likelihoods for every QC (minor, major, total)
% Minor
minorinc_total = sum(minor_inc,2);
minorinc_like = minorinc_total ./ simulations;
% Major
majorinc_total = sum(major_inc,2);
majorinc_like = majorinc_total ./ simulations;
% Total
incidents_total = minorinc_total + majorinc_total;
inc_like = majorinc_like + minorinc_like;
% Station incident likelihoods
stationinc_like = station_incidents ./ simulations;
%% Cost calculation
% Total costs: Measurement costs + vehicle incident costs
TotalCost = QCCost + MinorIncidentCost + MajorIncidentCost + ...
StationIncidentCost; %e/kg
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%% Comparisons

% QC measurement cost, minor and major incident costs and total costs saved
% into table, which is saved to excel
Cost_table = ResultTable(QCCost, MinorIncidentCost, ...
MajorIncidentCost, StationIncidentCost, TotalCost, QC_name);
% Table is displayed in Matlab command window
disp(Cost_table)
% If we have only baseline and no QC measures in simulation, we don't need
% comparison figures
if length(QC_name) > 1
% Total costs comparison figure when daily fuel sale is fixed
QC_cost_figures(QCCost, MinorIncidentCost + MajorIncidentCost,
station_cap, station_uti, QC_name)
% Total costs when daily fuel sale is between [fu1, fu2]
fu1 = 5;%station_cap*station_uti-250;
fu2 = 500;%station_cap*station_uti+250;
Figures_2(fu1,fu2,MinorIncidentCost + MajorIncidentCost, QC_name)
% Vehicle and station incident likelihoods
Risk_figure(minorinc_like, majorinc_like, stationinc_like, QC_name)
end
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Appendix 3B: Matlab code, fuel sub model
function [ trucked_SMR_PSA ] = Station_impurities(HRS_types)
%Station_impurities returns fuel CO contaminant distributions.
%
%
% HRS_types true/false array
% HRS_types = [trucked_SMR, onsite_SMR, electrolizer, by_product];
disp(' ')
if HRS_types(1) == true
trucked_SMR_PSA = Trucked_SMR_PSA_CO_dist();
end
function [ trucked_SMR_PSA ] = Trucked_SMR_PSA_CO_dist()
%Trucked_SMR_PSA_CO_dist Script for generating CO distribution for
%trucked SMR-PSA.
%
Initial value for CO target concentration is 0.045 ppm.

% Here are fitted functions for different parameters
%
%
%
%
%

CO
CO
CO
CO
CO

=
=
=
=
=

1,7861*10^-53*EXP(0,38419*(T_inlet_0+T_inlet_err))
9,509*10^-15*EXP(1,661*(P_PSA_0+P_PSA_err)
1,11*10^10*EXP(-1,4601*(F_0+F_err))
1,0453*10^-8*EXP(11,399*(T_WGS_0+T_WGS_err))
1,7447*10^-4*EXP(8,6184*10^-3*(P_TG_0+P_TG_err)

% Initial values for parameters are first given as constants (for 0.045 ppm
CO)
T_inlet_0=308.15;
P_PSA_0=18;
F_0=17.578;
atm)
T_WGS_0=643.15;
P_TG_0=1.34;

%
%
%

Inlet Temperature to PSA (K)
PSA operating Pressure (atm)
Flow-rate to PSA (N-m3/min) (at 25 °C and 1

%
%

Water-gas shift temperature (K)
Pv (Tail-gas pressure - atm)

% Initial value for the CO target concentration is given (in ppm)
% This can be changed to a variable in the future
CO_0=0.045;
%
%
%
%
%

T_inlet_err_percent
P_PSA_err_percent
F_err_percent
T_WGS_err_percent
P_TG_err_percent

% The errors are asked in %. In the beginning the error is the same.
disp('Program is generating the CO distribution (Trucked SMR-PSA).')
prompt = 'Give the minimun error in percents for all variables = ';
T_inlet_err_percent = input(prompt);
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if isempty(T_inlet_err_percent)
T_inlet_err_percent = 1;
elseif T_inlet_err_percent <= 0
T_inlet_err_percent = 1;
end

% prompt = sprintf(['Program is generating the CO distribution ' ...
%
'(Trucked SMR-PSA). Give the number of simulations (e.g. 1e6) = ']);
% %prompt = 'Give the number of simulations (e.g. 1e6) = ';
% n_Simu = input(prompt);
n_Simu = 1e6;
% The result matrix is created by creating an empty matrix
CO=zeros(n_Simu,1);

P_PSA_err_percent = T_inlet_err_percent;
F_err_percent = T_inlet_err_percent;
T_WGS_err_percent = T_inlet_err_percent;
P_TG_err_percent = T_inlet_err_percent;

% Normal distrubutions for the errors are created and added for the initial
% values
T_inlet = (T_inlet_0273.15)*(1+T_inlet_err_percent/100*randn([n_Simu,1]))+273.15;
P_PSA = P_PSA_0*(1+P_PSA_err_percent/100*randn([n_Simu,1]));
F = F_0*(1+F_err_percent/100*randn([n_Simu,1]));
T_WGS = (T_WGS_0273.15)*(1+T_WGS_err_percent/100*randn([n_Simu,1]))+273.15;
P_TG = P_TG_0*(1+P_TG_err_percent/100*randn([n_Simu,1]));
% Now we have distributions for the variables.
% Next we calculate relative errors in CO concentrations for all variables
independently
% Multiplicative
a1=1.7861e-53*exp(0.38419*T_inlet)/CO_0;
a2=9.509e-15*exp(1.661*F)/CO_0;
a3=1.11e10*exp(-1.4601*P_PSA)/CO_0;
a4=1.0453e-8*exp(11.399*P_TG)/CO_0;
a5=1.7447e-4*exp(0.0086184*T_WGS)/CO_0;
CO(:,1)=CO_0*a1.*a2.*a3.*a4.*a5;
% This gives the parameters for the lognormal distributions. Data is
% saved in structures
% figure,histogram(CO(:,1))
log_distr = fitdist(CO(:,1),'lognormal');
trucked_SMR_PSA = [log_distr.mu, log_distr.sigma];
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end
end
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Appendix 3C: Matlab code, fuel impurity impact sub model
function [incident_COs, total_refuel_amount, station_inc, false_cut,
IncidentTable] = ...
Fuel_impurity_impact_submodel(sim, vehicle, drive_cycle_data, ...
trucked_SMR_PSA, Pt_loading, QC_target, measure_uncert, target_prob,
tank_size )
%Fuel_impurity_impact_submodel Returns the incident probability and
%incident info (vehicle age, CO concentration during incident, threshold).
%Sub functions:
%help Vehicle_age
%help Calculate_start_area
%help Calculate_threshold
%help tank_CO
%help Operating_time
%help Choose_drive_cycle
%help CO_adsorption
%help Check_limit
%help Stop_time
%help Value_update
%%
%number of CO incidents (at the beginning)
CO_incidents = 0;
%CO concentrations at incident times
incident_COs = zeros(1,sim);
%Station incidents, CO limit exceeded
station_inc = 0;
%False CO incidents
false_cut = 0;
% Incident info matrix:
% Co concentration, FC stack age, start area, CO adsorption level @start,
% operating time at time of incident
incident_info = zeros(sim,6);
% This is fixed to 1 for now
stop_probability = 1;
% refuel amounts (kg)
total_refuel_amount = 0;
% CO adsoprtion level @beginning of simulation
% Could be a distribution etc.
COads0 = 0;

%% Simulation loop
for ind = 1:sim
% Initialization of variabes
%Time elapsed at the beginning of a day (min)
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time_elapsed = 0;
%CO adsorption level at the beginning of a day
CO_ads = COads0;
% Stops total, used only for regular FCEV (min)
stops_total = 0;
%Select the age of the vehicle (from uniformly random distribution).
%Later vehicle type can be added as input for the function. Different
%vehicle types might have different distributions for age.
vehicle_age = Vehicle_age(vehicle);
%Calculate the active start area.
%Later added S and Cl impact to the start area.
start_area = Calculate_start_area(vehicle_age, vehicle);
%Calculates the active anode area after CO2 effect
% [active_area, CO2] = CO2_effect(start_area);
active_area = start_area; %comment this and uncomment the upper one if
%you want to activate CO2 effect
%Will be changed so that threshold depends on the active start area.
threshold = Calculate_threshold(active_area, vehicle);
% CO concentration in tank
[CO_concentration, fuel_amount, station_inc] = tank_CO(trucked_SMR_PSA,
QC_target,...
measure_uncert, target_prob, station_inc, false_cut);
% Fuel amount of the last considered refill saved
refuel = fuel_amount*tank_size;
total_refuel_amount = total_refuel_amount + refuel;
% Operating time (FCB and taxi) or driving time (reg FCEV) for a day,
% in minutes
driving_time = Operating_time(vehicle);
%One day simulation loop
while true
%Choose the used sub cycle
drive_cycle = Choose_drive_cycle(drive_cycle_data);
%Drive the sub cycle, calculate the duration and CO adsorption
[CO_ads, check, time_elapsed] = CO_adsorption(drive_cycle, ...
CO_concentration, start_area, Pt_loading, CO_ads, threshold,
time_elapsed);
% Check if daily operating time is exceeded
check_2 = Check_limit(time_elapsed, driving_time);
%If daily driving time is reached, stop simulation for the day.
if check_2 == false
break
end
% If CO adsorption level > threshold stop the simulation for the
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% day
% If daily driving not exceeded, register the incident
% (check_2=true)
if check == false
CO_incidents = CO_incidents + 1;
incident_info(CO_incidents,:) = ...
[CO_concentration, vehicle_age, active_area, COads0,...
time_elapsed,CO_ads];
incident_COs(CO_incidents) = CO_concentration;
break
end
%Decision made if stop is held or not
stop_decision = Stop_decision(stop_probability);
%This loop calculates stop time and oxidation during stop
if stop_decision == true
[stop_time, stop_oxidation] = Stop_time();
CO_ads = Value_update(CO_ads, stop_oxidation);
if vehicle == 1
% for FCEV stop time is not calculated into driving time
% Still, lets make sure that driving time + total stop
% times for a day doesn't exceed 24 hours (1440 minutes)
stops_total = Value_update(stops_total, stop_time);
if stops_total + time_elapsed > 1440
break
end
else
% For taxi and FCB driving time = operating time
% This means that stop time is added to time elapsed
% 24 hours daily maximum is taken into consideration when
% calculating daily driving time.
time_elapsed = Value_update(time_elapsed, stop_time);
check_2 = Check_limit(time_elapsed, driving_time);
if check_2 == false
%if daily driving time full, stop the simulation for
the
%day
break
end
end
end
end
end

IncidentInfo = incident_info(1:CO_incidents,:);
vars_names = {'COConcentration','FCStackAge','StartArea', 'COAdsstart',...
'TimeOfIncident', 'COAdsorption'};
IncidentTable = array2table(IncidentInfo, 'VariableNames',vars_names);
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% Co concentration, FC stack age, start area, CO adsorption level @start,
% operating time at time of incident
end
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